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WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFiCE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Norman Horsley, SVPOP DATE: November 30, 1981

FROM: Bela Balassa, DRC

SUBJECT:
TUNISIA - Electrical and Mechanical Industries Project

1. My reply to Mr. Reichelt's memorandum on the above subject was
delayed by reason of my participation at the Manila Congress of the
International Chamber of Commerce. I understand the reasons for the Division
maintaining its position on the tariff ceiling, given the difficulties of
negotiating a new ceiling with the governent. At the same time, if a tariff
ceiling of 26 percent, entailing effective protection of 50-60 percent, is
introduced on infant industry grounds, the rate should be reduced in annual
instalments, say, over five years. This possibility was in fact raised by Mr.
Zaidan at my meeting with him on November 12 and I regret that it has been
eliminated from Mr. Reichelt's memo.

2. May I add that an opportunity seems to have been missed to devise
policy conditions that would further the development of export-oriented
machinery industries in Tunisia. This would seem to be an appropriate way to
proceed in a small country with a limited domestic market, where the
experience of larger developing countries has little relevance. But, at any
rate, a 50-60 percent effective protection much exceeds the 35 percent rate
for Mexico, where the new protection rates are being negotiated. Also Turkey
should not be taken as an example even for larger developing countries.

3. It will be recalled that I went to Tunisia at Mr. Stern's request to
advise on trade and industrial policy in March 1981. The Division has not
objected to my policy recommendations and the Tunisian government has asked
for a return visit, scheduled for next January. In view of the apparent
conflict between the policy conditions of the loan and my recommendations,
some ex ante coordination would have been desirable.

cc: Messrs. Stern, SVPOP; Dubey, EMNVP; Zaidan, EMP; Reichelt, EM2.

BBalassa:nc



November 30, 1981.

Mr. Craig Claiborne
The New York Tims Compay
229 West 4Ord Street
Now York, Now York 10036

Dear Mr. Claiborne:

I read with pleasure your column on restauraints in Now York.
I enclose in turn a copy of my culinary guide for Paris. While the
guide is in its 5th edition, it is circulated on a private basis.
Perhaps next yeaw I wi rach the point when I would went to publish it

Yours sincerely,

Enclosure Bela Nalassa



Mrs. Phyllis C. Rchman
The Washington Post
1150 15th Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20071

Dear Mrs. Richman:

I read with pleasurte your column on restaurants in Washington.
I enelosei turon a copy of my culinary guide for Paris. While the
guide is in its 5th edition, it is circulated on a private basis. Perhaps
next year I wil reach the point vhen I wonuld want to publish it.

Yours sincerely,

Enclosure Bela Balaa
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2134 wymng Averme N.w.
Washington, D.C. 2G000
Novembern 30, 1981.

asic Books Incorpmrated
10 East 53r4 Staaet
Naw York, Now York 10022

Dear Sir:

I wouUl ike t0 Order Franklin D. Holakan'm book,"Intea==tional

Trod* Under commg -politico and Xcnoms, pp. xvi +239, $10.

Plmmse bill me at tim of delivery.

Yours truly,

Bola alas4



November 0, 1981.

Mo. Mimi Shoraton
The Now York Times Company
229 Went O3rd Steet
New York, Now York 10036

Dear Me. Sheraton:

I read with pleasure your col1m on restaurants in Now York.
I encloe n turemn a copy of mny iulinary guide for Paris. Whi~le the guide
is in its 5th edition, it is eiruclated on a private asis. Perhaps nae
year I will reach the point when I would wat to publish it.

Yours sincerely,

Enclosure Bela Balassa



2134 Wyomng Avenue N.W.
Washingtn, D. C. 20M80
November 25, 1981.

International Labour Office
96/98 Harahan Street
Lonn MP 4LY
England

Dear Sir:

I would like to order Internal Migration in Developing Cotmtifts

by Miebael P. Todaro, 1976, 106pp., ISBN 92-2-101598-X US$11.40. Please

bill me at the time of delivery,.

Yours truly,

Bela BaLuma



November 24, 1981.

Professor M. D. Chaudhry
Departmmnt of gEcnanie
Royal Miitary College
Kinston, Ontario M7 2W3f
Ca~nada

Daar Professor Chadbry:

We have no author, K. Cecaah, and no papers. rauotely
reswantg the titles you tame provided, "Anwl ofth Fkmetlity

Declin& in Kraa:a Socala Chango, Agrarian Reform, or the Family
planninlg Program ?" Po.pu4t*m mo Rua Resoures Divisioen,
6sssin Paper No. 81-16 (Xor, 1981).

Youre truly,

Nor*& Campbell
Saatary to
Mr. Bela Balassa



1. In setwose to 70ur rest, I povide 'below A at destim of
t-hO 410mi-ticl efforts wade in the frmftw of the R"0 67",0 Devatepest

8tfst46I*8 14 get-Imnetal Camtstes. I will separately del with th
dissemao of the wabthdlegy, the aoetry rsult3s, and the overall

eeOeACISION and volley refssmandatUM16. mkfr each beadlvev 6OmsjdesatjOa
will be SO*& to Ai*sse "*atef vials a jn as cwsieo tho Unk,

2. Tho Uethnd"Wee of the rsmearPVOJ*Ct Us ass Widnelye d100QM1 U0Ve
Is the 304 and It has ease Into Iess~aS a s in reent year*. Its
dissamInation in Usambe ci" satvls ha occurred thrvugh the collabortos
In the sixanstr~a. eevmad- In two of Owwoe countries, Aspywin at ONra
the methodslegy hat amaisoqupatly been spgitod to a *or* resat sat of data.

3. The emtwesut war* mag aaiabU to look sew os at it
early m%*g In drsato e'aseera Instascoss %#eaa amsmetserea
reeived from them. The 4sr ant-here have further ctested out

disseminatio that wait failitated by the positions they have hold In their

4. The diesasnten o et o verall coelsisons &ad polley
recommendatons to arn In Paara. I o. f et he al71
Fobruary 1981 (enclosed). Te"e was a aoutlwwas effr of e seuto
the form of seminars and Ludivteual discussions in the Bank and t ten of
seas ousiede the ft** Semr vote hold at U.S* MAtwemsaties* Klel,
Paris, Satiago (SCIA)p geod#, Talpelp Bngkok and Meadeo City, smuag others.

so I further enclose tho,11st of rpletiontse that preceeda the
publi*t*o of the book. It shud be nolted that the mer* agmmpart -a-es
ere fist 41ibutaae in draft fosm. er* subseuentl Inued mI thle Staff

Working Paper Seri**,, an4 ere finall pub Asbod In neeed*h journals and
repwodueed In the bas 1*Wtant $se**



5,15 Considerable of forts have boon ade to dissodte the result* and
policy implications of this reoearch. Porsomal contacts between researchers
and operating staff, discussion of results and presentation of soouars have
been extenstva, and appear to have beat important in spr**ag awarimses of
the policy laplications of the analysis. Disseaination of results outside the
Baink, particularly to the governmants of the countries studied, was also given
high priority. This process may well have been aided by the fact that the
autbore of several country studio* In the research projecto have risen to
Influential pomitions In their govern eto.
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November 20, 1981.

Prof . Dr. Joeesf Bognar
Institute for World BEr-onmics of the

Hungariau Academy of Scienes
B-1531 Budapest P.O. Box 36
Hungary

My dear friend,

I have been asked to present a paper on the effecs of the
1980-81 refoms at the meetings of the America Economic Association in
late December. I expect to be able to send you soon a draft version of
the paper. I am planning to come to Budapest for discussions an the

subject of the paper between December 19-21. My father will call you to
arrange a meeting at a time that is convenient for you.

I would also like to hae an opportunity to met Mr. Hatinyi
whom I missed on my last visit. I wonder if your secretary could find
out whether he could see me in the coure of December 21, Monday.

44

Sincerely yours,

Bela Balassa



Dr. Rolf C*Qbwth
haimm of Cnseultative Group

Orgatmation for Icovosic Cooperatiftn
and Dowelopment

2, ru* A 8dr Pascal
Paris 16
rrance

Dows Dr. Caberth:

You m"r bao reeived by mwu tiso.rovtt of ~the ussion I led to
Turkey in miay-in". I plan to P a a to Pori* as fteember 11 and v&,41 like
to "Me You then.

i woulA apMecatem it if ymu wv*3A as" *n of the thee epans
of the Summm~y Report to Mr. Wootton. I wou Mae to av* tba opportunty
to wKe him 1wef rly on the 004"dn- of my vis$., Ms. Ponaem of the World
anke will all your seermsty to arrange the eangs"t.

Yours savM"*ra7

Bae &&Uses



Nov*"ber 20, 1981.

Dr. Bela Csikos-Magy
President
'Hungaria Economic Asscation
1370 Bdaapest Pf. 544
Hungary

My dear friend,

I have been asked to present a paper on the effects of the
1980-81 reform at the meetings of the Almerican Economic Association in
late Drmbe. I expet to be able to sond you soon a draft version of
the paper. I aw planning to come to Bud-apest for discussions on the
subject of the paper between December 19-21. My father will call you to
arrange a meeting at a time that is convenient for you.

Looking forward to weeing you soon, I remain,

Sincerely yours,

Bela Balassa

F.S. I will also send you a revised vorsion of my paper, 'The Hungarian
Economic Reform, 1968-81.,



It

November 20, 1981.

Mr. Doug utren
Deputy Director-
Institutae o ]ksnmea
Chinese Aa=W of Smital Scienes
5 Jianguomen N*1 Dajei
Beijing
China

Dear M0r. Dongt

Thank you for your invitation, contained in your latter of
November 9th, to visit Chn. I am happy to accept, I am afraid,
however, that it may not be possible for me to stay beyond two weeks.

I coulA come to China mmxt year one* my taching obigations
at the John* RopkIns Uivsiety aome to an end. I would suggest a
visit in the second half of M0ay if eavvenient to you.

The proammea you propose for my visit is fine; it fits In well
with the autoetAme ade in my letter of October 5. At the same time,
given tho limited time available, it may be desirable to undertake only
one trip outside BeiJin, I would be especially interested to go to Sichuan,
possibly stopping an the way in Xisa if this could be arranged. Let mes add
here that my travel and related costs in China would be coered by the World
Bank.

I enclowe a revised version of the paper I earir sent to you on
the Hungarian refor , I will prommnt this paper at a Roundtable on the.
Hungarian economy to be held at Indiana University in late March.

Thankit you again for your kind letter and invitation, I remain,

Snerely yours,

Enclosure -Bela Balassa

cc: and cleared with Mr. Koch-Weser

cc: Messrs. S. S. Husain, AENVP; Jaycox, AEA; P. Hasan, AENVP;
Chenery, VPD; Dubey, EMNV9P; King, VPD; StoutJesdijk, DED

Enclosed: The Hungarian Economic Reform, 1968-81 - November 20, 1981.
Sent also to recipients copied.



INSTITUTE OF ECONOMICS, CHINESE ACADEMY OF SOCIAL SCIENCES

Dear Professor BALASA:

I take it a great honour to welcome you on your three-weeks

visit to China next year at a time which you find convenient.

During your visit , we'd like you to talk to us about the

Reform in the Hungarian economic system, especially the reform in,

the pricing system, and about the development strategy for developing

countries. We would give you some ideas about the Chinese economic

system and its reform. And if you like, I suggest you to visit Sichuan

and Shanghai besides Beijin. Please in-form me the time you'd like

to do your visit and your ideas about the visit as soon as possible,

so that we can work out the arrangement for you.

As for the expences, will the World Bank pay your costs in China

besides the travelling fees?

All the good wishes!

Sincerely:

Dong Fureng 1c4,_
Economics Institute

Chinese Academy of Social Sciences

NOVEMBER 9 1981



2134 "iansa Avenue N.W.
Wesablagta, D.C. 20008

November 20, MI0.

Heldref Pubicatetious
4000 Aleale Street N.W.

asinsn, D.C. 20016

Dear Sir *

- I would like to order Change, Sepember, 1981 and Oet-obar 1981.

My chek for $5.00 is enclosed.

Your$ truly,

Enclosre Bala Balassa-



Wi. Attila Kaao wgM, I Noembner 20, 1981.

Bela Bala&&&, DRC

Conferames an !tSgarX

I. I will be keynote speakert at the Roundtable on the Hungarian Rconamy,
seduled for Marsh 21-24, 1982, at LWeas Uniersitty In Bloomdungs. I enclose
a descriptiont of the Rondtable, prepared b7 the organizers for the National
Science Fondtion, taesther with & copy of my paper.

Enclosures
Bnai-aame



Introduction

We are requesting from the National Science Foundation partial

financial support for a Roundtable on the Hungarian Economy, scheduled

for March 21-24, 1982, at Indiana University in Bloomington. The other

sources of funds will be the Hungarian Chair in the Department of

Uralic and Altaic Studies and the Graduate School of Business, both at

Indiana University, and the International Cultural Institute in

Hungary. This is the seventh of a series of Roundtables on

U.S.-Hungarian Economics, which have been held since 1973, and some of

which NSF has funded (the latest with NSF funds being the fifth meeting

in Cambridge, Mass. in Spring 1980). The sixth of those roundtables is

being held in Budapest the last week in October, with funding on the

U.S. side from the Soros Fund.

The seventh meeting in March 1982 will be larger, and have a

broader coverage than previous roundtables because it is being

integrated with a meeting on the Hungarian economy for which there are

funds, primarily through the Hungarian Chair at Bloomington.

Participants at the Roundtable will include the most prominent U.S.

and Hungarian economists involved in research on the Hungarian economy.

In addition we will endeavor to involve graduate students from several

U.S. universities who are studying the Hungarian economy at or close to

the Ph.D. dissertation stage, to the extent our funds will allow it.

Among the East European economies Hungary stands out as the only

country whose leaders have made a serious and continuous attempt at

major economic reforms. Both their failures and their successes are

instructive to East Europeans, and to those of us who study Eastern
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Europe. Hungary's economy and reforms are also currently being studied

very closely by the Chinese. There are strong indications that lay and

influential groups of economists and policymakers in China believe that

the Hungarian economy in many respects can serve as a useful model for

China. This is an additional reason why support from the

U.S. government to maintain and to develop further U.S. expertise on

the Hungarian economy is so important. There is no more cost-effective

way to do this than to support a seminar in the United States between

leading Hungarian and American experts and to open the seminar to

attendance and participation by students, government officials, and

persons from the private business and banking communities with an

interest in Hungary and Eastern Europe.

Today Hungary is in the midst of an effort to strengthen the

economic reform movement without creating a political crisis. This

meeting will provide an opportunity for western and Hungarian

economists to undertake a timely and authoritative analysis of the

Hungarian economic system.

Participants, Major Themes and Papers

The Roundtable will last for four days, March 21-24, 1982, and

will be organized around three major themes: 1.) Hungarian

Agriculture, 2.) Reforms in Macroeconomic Planning and Enterprise

Management, and 3.) International Trade and Finance. We have solicited

papers from a number of persons on each of these themes. The attached

preliminary list shows the authors who have accepted and their topics.

Each of the authors listed here would be covered in our budget. In

addition we anticipate asking several graduate students, including at
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least two from universities other than Indiana, to attend. They will

be involved in the Roundtable as discussants, and in additton will be

asked to provide a brief presentation at a special session concerning

their own research. We are not requesting NSF support for these

students' expenses but are seeking those funds elsewhere.

We tentatively plan to have thirteen Hungarian participants.

Eight of them will be in a delegation headed by Michael Simai

(Institute for World Economy, Budapest), and will represent a

continuation of the bilateral U.S.-Hungarian roundtables we have held

over the years. Their international air fares will be covered by the

Hungarian side, and we are asking NSF to pay for their internal

transportation and per diem. In addition the Hungarian Chair will

cover the full costs of attendance for five more Hungarian economists

(Messrs Kornai, Nyers, Csaki, Berend and Bauer) all well-known in

Eastern Europe and in the West.

Each Hungarian participant will present a paper on one of the

themes listed above, with the Simai delegation focusing on, but not

limited to, East-West economic relations; the others giving papers on

the other two topics. We do not yet have a complete list of the

Hungarian participants, nor do we have a list of paper titles. But we

know from past experience and from the partial list of participants

that the papers will be good and to the point. What is particularly

appealing about this Roundtable is that it will include Rezso Nyers, a

major figure in the design of the 1968 Hungarian economic reforms and a

former member of the Politburo who is still a member of the Central

Committee; Otto Gado (former First Deputy Director of the Planning

Office for 12 years and the most important writer on the reforms in the
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1970s); Marton Tardos and Janos Kornai, two of Hungary's best

economists who have written extensively on the Hungarian economic

system, including issues concerning the reforms; and Tamas Bauer who

has written brilliantly on investment cycles in Eastern Europe. These

people alone, along with our U.S. participants, virtually guarantee

that the Roundtable seminar will be the most extensive and in-depth

look at the Hungarian experience ever held in the United States.
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Preliminary List of U.S. Participants for the
Roundtable on the Hungarian Economy, March 21-24, 1981

at Indiana University -Bloomington

Name and Institutional Paper Title (in quotation
Affiliation marks) or Topic

1. Bela Balassa, IBRD and Hungarian Economic Reform
Johns Hopkins

2. Josef Brada, Arizona "Hungarian Agriculture in Comparative
State University Perspective"

3. Ed. A. Hewett, Brookings "Prospects for Energy Conservation in
Institution Eastern Europe"

4. Franklyn Holzman,a Kennen East European Foreign Trade
Institute and Tufts
University

5. Paul Marer, Indiana "Hungary's Response to External
University Economic Shock: Comparison

With Other Countries"

6. Michael Marrese, "An Analysis of Changes in Sectoral
Northwestern University Labor Utilization: 1960-1980"

7. Richard Portes, Birkbeck "The Financing of East-West Trade"
College (London)

8. Stephen C. Schmidt, Hungarian Agriculture
University of Illinois

9. Laura Tyson, University of Comparison of the Yugoslav and
California Hungarian Reform Experiences

10. Thomas A. Wolf, Ohio State "U.S. East-West Trade Policy
University Reconsidered"

a An answer to our invitation is still pending.

b Although Professor Portes teaches in London, he is a U.S. citizen,
and a highly respected authority on Hungary, who has participated in
previous bilateral meetings.
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Dissemination of the Results of the Roundtable

We have made preliminary plans to publish a subset of the most

interesting and timely papers from the roundtable in a special issue of

the Journal of Comparative Economics. J. Michael Montias, the editor,

has indicated an interest in considering such an issue, although

naturally he can make no commitment until he sees the papers. In

addition we hope to publish all of the papers in a special volume.

Indiana University Press has expressed a strong interest in considering

such a volume. Finally, the Hungarians will probably publish a

Hungarian-language version of the papers. In the past they have done

so, which has provided the papers from our meetings with a wide

circulation in Hungary.

Travel for the Simai Delegation

The delegation led by Michael Simai will spend an additional six

days in the U.S., split between Washington, D.C. and New York. In each

city they will meet with individuals in government, business, and

academe in order to discuss U.S. relations with Eastern Europe,

particularly Hungary. Ed. Hewett will organize these meetings and

accompany the Hungarians. The Hungarians have arranged similar

meetings for us in Budapest and on both sides we have found the

meetings to be valuable contributions to our research and discussions.



lIf. H. B. Chenery, VPD 2oeio 2, 1981.

Bela Ralassa, DRC

I earlier arranged f or Chinese participation at the Rontal co
the Hungarian em, scedulted for March 21-24, 1982, at Laasna. VA1esiey
in Bloomington. I enclose a daeripton of the Rounable, peparse by th
organizers of the Roundtable for the Nanalt Sciene Fmdm , e gotlki
with a copy of the paper I will present there.

cc: Messrs. Duloy, DRC; King, VPD; Stout~owdift, DED; Lim, AEA.

Enclosures
3Balassa:UC



Introduction

We are requesting from the National Science Foundation partial

financial support for a Roundtable on the Hungarian Economy, scheduled

for March 21-24, 1982, at Indiana University in Bloomington. The other

sources of funds will be the Hungarian Chair in the Department of

Uralic and Altaic Studies and the Graduate School of Business, both at

Indiana University, and the International Cultural Institute in

Hungary. This is the seventh of a series of Roundtables on

U.S.-Hungarian Economics, which have been held since 1973, and some of

which NSF has funded (the latest with NSF funds being the fifth meeting

in Cambridge, Mass. in Spring 1980). The sixth of those roundtables is

being held in Budapest the last week in October, with funding on the

U.S. side from the Soros Fund.

The seventh meeting in March 1982 will be larger, and have a

broader coverage than previous roundtables because it is being

integrated with a meeting on the Hungarian economy for which there are

funds, primarily through the Hungarian Chair at Bloomington.

Participants at the Roundtable will include the most prominent U.S.

and Hungarian economists involved in research on the Hungarian economy.

In addition we will endeavor to involve graduate students from several

U.S. universities who are studying the Hungarian economy at or close to

the Ph.D. dissertation stage, to the extent our funds will allow it.

Among the East European economies Hungary stands out as the only

country whose leaders have made a serious and continuous attempt at

major economic reforms. Both their failures and their successes are

instructive to East Europeans, and to those of us who study Eastern
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Europe. Hungary's economy and reforms are also currently being studied

very closely by the Chinese. There are strong indications that lay and

influential groups of economists and policymakers in China believe that

the Hungarian economy in many respects can serve as a useful model for

China. This is an additional reason why support from the

U.S. government to maintain and to develop further U.S. expertise on

the Hungarian economy is so important. There is no more cost-effective

way to do this than to support a seminar in the United States between

leading Hungarian and American experts and to open the seminar to

attendance and participation by students, government officials, and

persons from the private business and banking communities with an

interest in Hungary and Eastern Europe.

Today Hungary is in the midst of an effort to strengthen the

economic reform movement without creating a political crisis. This

meeting will provide an opportunity for western and Hungarian

economists to undertake a timely and authoritative analysis of the

Hungarian economic system.

Participants, Major Themes and Papers

The Roundtable will last for four days, March 21-24, 1982, and

will be organized around three major themes: 1.) Hungarian

Agriculture, 2.) Reforms in Macroeconomic Planning and Enterprise

Management, and 3.) International Trade and Finance. We have solicited

papers from a number of persons on each of these themes. The attached

preliminary list shows the authors who have accepted and their topics.

Each of the authors listed here would be covered in our budget. In

addition we anticipate asking several graduate students, including at
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least two from universities other than Indiana, to attend. They will

be involved in the Roundtable as discussants, and in addition will be

asked to provide a brief presentation at a special session concerning

their own research. We are not requesting NSF support for these

students' expenses but are seeking those funds elsewhere.

We tentatively plan to have thirteen Hungarian participants.

Eight of them will be in a delegation headed by Michael Simai

(Institute for World Economy, Budapest), and will represent a

continuation of the bilateral U.S.-Hungarian roundtables we have held

over the years. Their international air fares will be covered by the

Hungarian side, and we are asking NSF to pay for their internal

transportation and per diem. In addition the Hungarian Chair will

cover the full costs of attendance for five more Hungarian economists

(Messrs Kornai, Nyers, Csaki, Berend and Bauer) all well-known in

Eastern Europe and in the West.

Each Hungarian participant will present a paper on one of the

themes listed above, with the Simai delegation focusing on, but not

limited to, East-West economic relations; the others giving papers on

the other two topics. We do not yet have a complete list of the

Hungarian participants, nor do we have a list of paper titles. But we

know from past experience and from the partial list of participants

that the papers will be good and to the point. What is particularly

appealing about this Roundtable is that it will include Rezso Nyers, a

major figure in the design of the 1968 Hungarian economic reforms and a

former member of the Politburo who is still a member of the Central

Committee; Otto Gado (former First Deputy Director of the Planning

Office for 12 years and the most important writer on the reforms in the
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1970s); Marton Tardos and Janos Kornai, two of Hungary's best

economists who have written extensively on the Hungarian economic

system, including issues concerning the reforms; and Tamas Bauer who

has written brilliantly on investment cycles in Eastern Europe. These

people alone, along with our U.S. participants, virtually guarantee

that the Roundtable seminar will be the most extensive and in-depth

look at the Hungarian experience ever held in the United States.
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Preliminary List of U.S. Participants for the
Roundtable on the Hungarian Economy, March 21-24, 1981

at Indiana University -Bloomington

Name and Institutional Paper Title (in quotation
Affiliation marks) or Topic

1. Bela Balassa, IBRD and Hungarian Economic Reform
Johns Hopkins

2. Josef Brada, Arizona "Hungarian Agriculture in Comparative
State University Perspective"

3. Ed. A. Hewett, Brookings "Prospects for Energy Conservation in
Institution Eastern Europe"

4. Franklyn Holzman,a Kennen East European Foreign Trade
Institute and Tufts
University

5. Paul Marer, Indiana "Hungary's Response to External
University Economic Shock: Comparison

With Other Countries"

6. Michael Marrese, "An Analysis of Changes in Sectoral
Northwestern University Labor Utilization: 1960-1980"

7. Richard Portes, Bigkbeck "The Financing of East-West Trade"
College (London)

8. Stephen C. Schmidt, Hungarian Agriculture
University of Illinois

9. Laura Tyson, University of Comparison of the Yugoslav and
California Hungarian Reform Experiences

10. Thomas A. Wolf, Ohio State "U.S. East-West Trade Policy
University Reconsidered"

An answer to our invitation is still pending.

b Although Professor Portes teaches in London, he is a U.S. citizen,
and a highly respected authority on Hungary, who has participated in
previous bilateral meetings.
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Dissemination of the Results of the Roundtable

We have made preliminary plans to publish a subset of the most

interesting and timely papers from the roundtable in a special issue of

the Journal of Comparative Economics. J. Michael Montias, the editor,

has indicated an interest in considering such an issue, although

naturally he can make no commitment until he sees the papers. In

addition we hope to publish all of the papers in a special volume.

Indiana University Press has expressed a strong interest in considering

such a volume. Finally, the Hungarians will probably publish a

Hungarian-language version of the papers. In the past they have done

so, which has provided the papers from our meetings with a wide

circulation in Hungary.

Travel for the Simai Delegation

The delegation led by Michael Simai will spend an additional six

days in the U.S., split between Washington, D.C. and New York. In each

city they will meet with individuals in government, business, and

academe in order to discuss U.S. relations with Eastern Europe,

particularly Hungary. Ed. Hewett will organize these meetings and

accompany the Hungarians. The Hungarians have arranged similar

meetings for us in Budapest and on both sides we have found the

meetings to be valuable contributions to our research and discussions.



November 20, 1981.

Mr. Otto Gado
Tarnok u.13
Budapest 1014
Hungory

My dear friend,

I very much appreciated the material you sent me with Ed Heett
an new regulations in Hungary. I will make use of them in a paper I have
been asked to present at the meetings of the Asmeican Economic Association
in late December. I hav* also riferred to these regulations in the revised
version of my paper on "The Hungarian Eonomic Reform, 1968-8l." In the
revision I hae maae se of your very helpful comments.

I plan to be in Budapest Decembe 19 to 21 for discussions on the
effects of the recent raerm easures. My father will contact you to arrange
a meeting. Looking forward to seeing you, I remmain,

Yours sincerely,
44

Bela Balassa

P.S. T will send you, in advance of ray visit, a copy of the revised version
of "The Hngarian Ecounmi Reform, 1968-81" as well as a draft version
of my paper on the effecs of the 1980-81 reforms.



Mer. Attila Knaaaog1, 1111 November 20, 1981.

elagE Baas, DR

1. 1 vill be keynote speaker at the Roundable on the Hungarian
REconwy, sehodulat for March 21-24, 1982, at Indiana University in Bloomington.
Prior to Hungary's applientimn to the IP sad the Bank, I arranged for Chinse
participation at the Roundatable. It vas furter plannd to lmm* a semnar
on pricing and- firm docsisaking with Hwagaran and Chsem P*esstic:ation
in Washineton on Mairch IS and 19. Yinally, thee were informal diseussion
on ndertaking resesah on thae topics in Hungary.

2. 1 would like to discuss the above matters with you in the light of
Hungary's application to the Bmnk. T enclose a description of the Roundtable
together wth a copy of my paper.

ez HMsrs. Chaufounier, ElMNtP; Dubey, E001M

Enlosteure

B~.Mssan

**



Introduction

We are requesting from the National Science Foundation partial

financial support for a Roundtable on the Hungarian Economy, scheduled

for March 21-24, 1982, at Indiana University in Bloomington. The' other

sources of funds will be the Hungarian Chair in the Department of

Uralic and Altaic Studies and the Graduate School of Business, both at

Indiana University, and the International Cultural Institute in

Hungary. This is the seventh of a series of Roundtables on

U.S.-Hungarian Economics, which have been held since 1973, and some of

which NSF has funded (the latest with NSF funds being the fifth meeting

in Cambridge, Mass. in Spring 1980). The sixth of those roundtables is

being held in Budapest the last week in October, with funding on the

U.S. side from the Soros Fund.

The seventh meeting in March 1982 will be larger, and have a

broader coverage than previous roundtables because it is being

integrated with a meeting on the Hungarian economy for which there are

funds, primarily through the Hungarian Chair at Bloomington.

Participants at the Roundtable will include the most prominent U.S.

and Hungarian economists involved in research on the Hungarian economy.

In addition we will endeavor to involve graduate students from several

U.S. universities who are studying the Hungarian economy at or close to

the Ph.D. dissertation stage, to the extent our funds will allow it.

Among the East European economies Hungary stands out as the only

country whose leaders have made a serious and continuous attempt at

major economic reforms. Both their failures and their successes are

instructive to East Europeans, and to those of us who study Eastern
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Europe. Hungary's economy and reforms are also currently being studied

very closely by the Chinese. There are strong indications that lay and

influential groups of economists and policymakers in China believe that

the Hungarian economy in many respects can serve as a useful model for

China. This is an additional reason why support from the

U.S. government to maintain and to develop further U.S. expertise on

the Hungarian economy is so important. There is no more cost-effective

way to do this than to support a seminar in the United States between

leading Hungarian and American experts and to open the seminar to

attendance and participation by students, government officials, and

persons from the private business and banking communities with an

interest in Hungary and Eastern Europe.

Today Hungary is in the midst of an effort to strengthen the

economic reform movement without creating a political crisis. This

meeting will provide an opportunity for western and Hungarian

economists to undertake a timely and authoritative analysis of the

Hungarian economic system.

Participants, Major Themes and Papers

The Roundtable will last for four days, March 21-24, 1982, and

will be organized around three major themes: 1.) Hungarian

Agriculture, 2.) Reforms in Macroeconomic Planning and Enterprise

Management, and 3.) International Trade and Finance. We have solicited

papers from a number of persons on each of these themes. The attached

preliminary list shows the authors who have accepted and their topics.

Each of the authors listed here would be covered in our budget. In

addition we anticipate asking several graduate students, including at
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least two from universities other than Indiana, to attend. They will

be involved in the Roundtable as discussants, and in addition will be

asked to provide a brief presentation at a special session concerning

their own research. We are not requesting NSF support for these

students' expenses but are seeking those funds elsewhere.

We tentatively plan to have thirteen Hungarian participants.

Eight of them will be in a delegation headed by Michael Simai

(Institute for World Economy, Budapest), and will represent a

continuation of the bilateral U.S.-Hungarian roundtables we have held

over the years. Their international air fares will be covered by the

Hungarian side, and we are asking NSF to pay for their internal

transportation and per diem. In addition the Hungarian Chair will

cover the full costs of attendance for five more Hungarian economists

(Messrs Kornai, Nyers, Csaki, Berend and Bauer) all well-known in

Eastern Europe and in the West.

Each Hungarian participant will present a paper on one of the

themes listed above, with the Simai delegation focusing on, but not

limited to, East-West economic relations; the others giving papers on

the other two topics. We do not yet have a complete list of the

Hungarian participants, nor do we have a list of paper titles. But we

know from past experience and from the partial list of participants

that the papers will be good and to the point. What is particularly

appealing about this Roundtable is that it will include Rezso Nyers, a

major figure in the design of the 1968 Hungarian economic reforms and a

former member of the Politburo who is still a member of the Central

Committee; Otto Gado (former First Deputy Director of the Planning

Office for 12 years and the most important writer on the reforms in the
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1970s); Marton Tardos and Janos Kornai, two of Hungary's best

economists who have written extensively on the Hungarian economic

system, including issues concerning the reforms; and Tamas Bauer who

has written brilliantly on investment cycles in Eastern Europe. These

people alone, along with our U.S. participants, virtually guarantee

that the Roundtable seminar will be the most extensive and in-depth

look at the Hungarian experience ever held in the United States.
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Preliminary List of U.S. Participants for the
Roundtable on the Hungarian Economy, March 21-24, 1981

at Indiana University -Bloomington

Name and Institutional Paper Title (in quotation
Affiliation marks) or Topic

1. Bela Balassa, IBRD and Hungarian Economic Reform
Johns Hopkins

2. Josef Brada, Arizona "Hungarian Agriculture in Comparative
State University Perspective"

3. Ed. A. Hewett, Brookings "Prospects for Energy Conservation in
Institution Eastern Europe"

4. Franklyn Holzman,a Kennen East European Foreign Trade
Institute and Tufts
University

5. Paul Marer, Indiana "Hungary's Response to External
University Economic Shock: Comparison

With Other Countries"

6. Michael Marrese, "An Analysis of Changes in Sectoral
Northwestern University Labor Utilization: 1960-1980"

7. Richard Portes, Bigkbeck "The Financing of East-West Trade"
College (London)

8. Stephen C. Schmidt, Hungarian Agriculture
University of Illinois

9. Laura Tyson, University of Comparison of the Yugoslav and
California Hungarian Reform Experiences

10. Thomas A. Wolf, Ohio State "U.S. East-West Trade Policy
University Reconsidered"

a An answer to our invitation is still pending.

b Although Professor Portes teaches in London, he is a U.S. citizen,
and a highly respected authority on Hungary, who has participated in
previous bilateral meetings.
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Dissemination of the Results of the Roundtable

We have made preliminary plans to publish a subset of the most

interesting and timely papers from the roundtable in a special issue of

the Journal of Comparative Economics. J. Michael Montias, the editor,

has indicated an interest in considering such an issue, although

naturally he can make no commitment until he sees the papers. In

addition we hope to publish all of the papers in a special volume.

Indiana University Press has expressed a strong interest in considering

such a volume. Finally, the Hungarians will probably publish a

Hungarian-language version of the papers. In the past they have done

so, which has provided the papers from our meetings with a wide

circulation in Hungary.

Travel for the Simai Delegation

The delegation led by Michael Simai will spend an additional six

days in the U.S., split between Washington, D.C. and New York. In each

city they will meet with individuals in government, business, and

academe in order to discuss U.S. relations with Eastern Europe,

particularly Hungary. Ed. Hewett will organize these meetings and

accompany the Hungarians. The Hungarians have arranged similar

meetings for us in Budapest and on both sides we have found the

meetings to be valuable contributions to our research and discussions.



Mr. H. B. Chanary, VPD November 20, 1981.
(thru Mr. John H. Du~py, DRC)
Bela Balassa, DRC

Research on Adjustment to External Shocks in Sub-Saharan Africa

1. As I indicated at tho meting on the DRC work program, Lis do
Azcsarate put a study on policy responses to external shocks in Sub-Saharan
Africa on the top of his list of research prioritis. A study of this
subject would require adding seven or eight countries to the five cuntries,
to which my trade decomposition has alxeody been *VWd (Ivory Coast,
Kenya, Hall, Tanzania and Zambia). This would permit examining differential
policy responses and etonowic performane in Sub-Saharan uantries folowing
different policies, as well as in LD~s and in LLDCs, during tbo period 1973-78.

2. Carrying out such a study would require 3-4 months of research
assistant timeanmd 3-4 weeks of my time. Fradeop Hitra has indicated a
possible interest in aukertaking the domestic decompositions for Cho same
countries in the framework of his research project.

3. Extenn my trade decomposition to the period of the secnd oil
crisis (1979-80) would require 5--6 months of additional asistant time. The
results would also be utilized in Mitre's project.

4. Correspondingly, I would like to request authorization to hire a
research assistant for a period of 9 months from Janarty 1982, utiizing
presently unused assistant slos in DPS. This allocation would permit
appropriate phasing of the work, sine the Sulb-Saharen Africa study could
sart in Januay and the 1979-80 study in Apri-May when the 1980 data
becoea available.



Mr. Andrias Nagy
Institute of Economicas
Hungarian Acaey of Scenes
1502 Budapest Postaftok 262
Budapest XI., , Wa~osi ut 43/43
Hungary

Dear Andris,

I have bae asked to present a paper on the effena ofte
1980-81 rof omse at the meeting* of the Amwiaa Ecnowle Asmeato in
late December. I expect to be able tsen you va soon a draft vesiem of
the pape. I as paam..$ t a*= to &s;met f r iteim e**a n the
subject of the Paper betwm a enbher T19-21.

I look forward to "*in& you sade AS1 on the oec"Ic of Sy
vist. May I ask you to let as knmev b vatims mai if y"e wil be thece.
I would also liks e ke if the Do, Janto and Tardes vM3 be Inr
Budapestat gthe time oaf my visit.

Lookng forwardt se eindg you soon, I remain,

+ Sncamely yours,

Bela Bal"aSA



CAKE wou91ER 20, 1981
CLUDDAX Z90139F 61991

NOMAXE6 T. 01AVARA, PRESISENT SU CLUB DE DAKAl, 4 AVENUE NOCKE

75008 PARIS, FRANCE

WILL Of 14 WAS"2166TOW FROM DEMERt 17 USTIL J ANUARY 6 AUO FROM

JANUARY 27. SUSGEST YOU SEE ON WEST AFRICAN INTEGRATION OR LUIS DE

AZCARATE CKItf ECONONIST, WEST AFRICA REION, WORLD OARK, ELLIOT

BERG, PROfESSOR Of ECONOXtS, UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, PRESENTLY AT

IRF, Agt W. NAVEN NORTH, DfPUTY ASSITANT A641NSTOATOR FOR AFRICA,

AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT, U.S. DEPARTRENT OF STATE.

APONG GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS, SUOSEST KSETING WITH MYERS RASHISM,

UNDERSECRETARY Of STATE f0A ECO0MKI AFFAIRS. REGAROS, SALASSA

lost* 1SLassa

guatassa-ac Rets SOLOS$&

ces: Messrs. d#Axcmrate,WAMVP; DfC - Director's Office
fronchet, European



Mtr. Peter Wright, VPD Noveme 20, 1"81.

Bela Baas sa, DRC

Wdrk!M, PN!!ir

I enclose "Short Run Macro-Ecosnmi Adjustiment Policies in South Korea:
A ( zantitative Analysis" by $wader va Wijubargen for your consideration for
inclusio in the Working Paper Series. A "no objection" letter from Mer. Flood
is also enclosed.

Enclosures
BBalanxaaue



November 20, 1981.

Mrs. Silvie Ostray
Director of Econmics Department
Organization for Economic Cooperation

and Development
2, rue Andr Pascal
Paris 16a
France

Dear MrZs. O.ey:

I will be at the OECD an December 11 to have discusions on
the report of the mision I led to Turkey in May Jwma (if you are-interest
you could obtain a copy of the main report from Dr. "erth to whom we sent
three copies). I wculd like to use this oportunmity to meet you. I wonder
if I may invite you for lunch on the day of my visit. Mers. Ponchon of the
World Bank will call you to make the arrangements.

Looking forward to nme+tig you, I rem.a,

Sincerely yours,

Bela Balassa



I
Mrs. Lilla1a Pnhon, Europn, Office Nember 20, 191.

Bela Balassa, DRC

Visit to OECD

I encAose copies of letters to Dr. Geberth and Mrs. Ostrey. I
would appreciate it if you made arrangemns for my maetings with them. I
would also like to see Mesrs. Stephen Marris and Andr6 Bresony on the day
of my visit. I further want to mos with Mrs. Ann Richards--Loup of the
OECD Development Centre who could be asked to coe over to the main OECD
building.

Please make a reservation at the L* Petit Marguery for my lunch
with Mrs. Ostrey. Tell her that I Insist on inviting her; I would ertainly
not like to eat at the Chaeaua.

Please also invite in my name Mr. Malinvaud for lunch on Saturday
December 12. 1 would likea to taUa him to Lo, Rscamier. Hoevewr, I would
accept if he wishas to invttme instead.

Should Mr. Malinvaud not be free on the 12th, I would like to
invilb Mr. Jurgensen intead (his ididress Is Su-Dirscteur do* Affairs
Multilatdrales, Direction du Tr~Aso, 93, rue do rivoli, 75011 Paris). Rather
than Le R~camier, I would like to invite Mr. Jurgensen to Le Clodenis.

Hoy I also ask you to check on my hotel reservatioa at the Hoele
Scaendinavia. I ent you a copy of uy letter about a week ago.

Enclosures
BBalasatn



Navember 20, 1981.

Professor Paul Hlrer
International Business
Indiana University
School of Busines
Bloomingtounmanapalis
Bloomington, Indana 47405

Dear Paul,

In rospousie to your letter of November 12th I encloe a too
paragrapbt daeriptin of my paper. Plae use Mhichover part you prefer.
I also enclose my curriculum vitae and list of publications.

Yours sinerely,

Enclosures Bola Balassa

Enclosed - Curriculuma vitae, P~lications List and two paragaphs



THE HUNGARIAN ECONOMIC REFORM, 1968-81

This paper reviews the Hungarian experience with the economic

reform (in official parlance, the new economic mechanism) introduced on

January 1, 1968. It draws on the author's earlier writings on the Hungarian

reform, with the addition of new material on agriculture, on the 'second

economy,' and on the policy measures introduced in 1980 and in 1981.

Following a short description of the antecedents of the reform,

the paper analyses the reform measures introduced in 1968 concerning

agriculture, decision-making by industrial firms, price determination, the

exchange rate, export subsidies, import protection, and investment decisions)

further indicating their effects on the Hungarian economy. Next, the

tendencies towards re-centralization after 1971 and, in particular, after

the external shocks of 1973 are examined, with consideration given to their

economic effects. The reversal of these tendencies in 1980 and 1981, and the

role of agriculture and of the 'second economy' in Hungary, are the subject of

the concluding sections of the paper.
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Novemiber 20, 1891.

Mts. Ellen V. Sailer
Editor
Prineteon University
International Finance Section
P.O. Box 644
Princeton, Now Jersey 0540

Dear Mrs. Sailer:

I find the $1.80 price too high and therefore, am returning

two of the packets of Essay 142 you have sent me. May I ask you to

lot me have another bill for the smaller number of copies.

Yours sinoroly,

Bela Balassa



Dr. Seaong
Korea Deveopen Uwnttuto
P.O. box 113 Ceoneag

Dear Dr. Sa~ong:

I r**alved your telarn AWi~etig that my paper "reea Dwttng
the Fifth Five-Yoar Plan amwWs (1"2-86)" has raahe you. May I ask
you to pxries Wimth inom ato CA the tte of the volume in whigh

this pw 4 meier adisoriy rgeot wti appear. I would ike to
kno i anybod ill joinge you "s co-"iwN# of the volume, ad te expected

ate of pbliesto..

Lot me add that I do not understand the reference La your
telogram you sent me "a draf t as it is ready. " If you do not pla to as"
any changes in my papers, there to no need foir ins to see a draft copy.

Yours sincerely,

cc: Mr. Kim Mahn Je



November 19, 1881

Mr. Pedro Sampsio Malan
(Editor-Chef* a PPE)

PESs/IPZA - 15. andar
Caaxa Postal 2672 - ZC-00
20020 - Ric de Janeiro, RJ

Dearg Mr. Maan

Thak you for your letter of Noember 4th. I am glad to see the
intereust you he expressed in m~y book. I have asked Mr. Kellogg of
Peroammn ft1osse &en you & copy. Plea"n use the copy 6or reviewing the
book In the PP an wall as for aneloring the possibiity of having a
Portuguese diton of the book published.

Yours sineely,



November 19, 1981.

Mr. David Kellogg
Pergamn Press Ltd.
Fairview Park
Emsafordi Newr York

Dear Mr. Kellogg:

Thank you for your letter of Novaeber13 and for sending mes the
pocket promotion piees. Sinces, it the manetim, I have sent you a list
of people at the World Bank andi the Pund I will need only relatively fews
of them and I am returnftg the remander.

I amlosae a copy of a letter I received from Hr. Pedro aSmpaio
Malan. Mr. Malan is interested in exuploring the posibility of having
my book published In Portuguese. May I sk you to have a copy sent to
him as soon an possible.

With best regars,

Sincerely yours,

Enclosures Bela Balassa

P.S. I would appreclte yewa seadt"g us & copy of ZaU Poliey Reform
In Mazloo Uy keop"Ideo"*t~. I *bmI4 be billed foar th* book at them
author'I dleommt..



75A INSTITUTO DE PLANEJAMENTO ECONOMICO E SOCIAL

Rio de Janeiro, november 4, 1981

Dr. Bela Balassa
The World Bank
1818 H. Street N.W.
Washington D.C. 20433

Dear Dr. Balassa,

Paulo Vieira da Cunha sent me a copy of

your letter of october 19, together With the Preface and the "Reader's

Guide" to your recent book "The Newly Industrializing Countries in the

World Economy", which, I am sure, represents an outstanding contribution

both to the understanding of the changes in the international division

of labour over the last decades and to the policy-oriented discussions

of today. As an admirer of the quality of your work, I will try to

get the book translated and published into portuguese. I will let you

know as toon as possible the first reaction of some Brazilian publishers.

My best bet is the Getulio Vargas Foundation. In addition, as the

current editor of PPE I would like very much to have your book reviewed

in our journal. Would you be kind enough to have a copy sent to us?

Yours sincerely

Pedro Sampaio Malan
(Editor-Chefe de PPE)
INPES/IPEA - 159 andar
Caixa Postal 2672 - ZC-00
20020 - Rio de Janeiro,RJ

Tel. 220-5179



Mr. Brendan Horton
co Mr. Moumile

Ministilre du couimee
ot de V'industrie

Rabat

Dear Brendan:

I was trying to call ypu at the offios but was told that you
are In Casablancaa. I will try to call in the evening, but if I do not
suceed, I annot call you again until next Thursday.

I am planning to arrive in Rabat on Janar 12 in the morning
and leave on January 14 in tbo evening. I would appreciate it if you
could send me the reports as they become available to my hotel In Paris
where I will be arfrive on Jimuary 9, the Hotel Seamtimmea, 27 rue do
Tourmn, Pairis 6.

I would further lie to ask you to make hotel1reservations for me
at the places Indicated below.

Jeanay 11 Hotel Mamounia . Marrakesh
(second choie:t Saadi)

January 12 Grand Hotel du Sud Tirenhir

January 13 Grand Hoel du Sud Erfoud

January 14 Palais Jamai FiP-,

The hotels in Tirenhir and Irfoud can be reserved through DIATA,
9, rue Maurice Poscourt, Rabat.

Yours sincerely,

Bela Balassa



November 13, 1981.

Professor Robert E. Baldwin
University of Wisconsin
Departmnt of Ecomomics
6454 Social Science BuildivC
1180 Observatory Drive
Madison, Wisconsin 33706

Dear Bob,

I an writing to ask your help In the following matter. I would like to
hirt a research assistant for & period of one or two years, starting probably
in January 1981. 1 am looking for a graduate student who has completed his
course work but wwAd like to take off a yr or two before embarking on his
dissertation. Alternatively, I would consider someone with s strong ZA* in
economics. My requirements are course work In trado or development and
knowledga of one of the basic computer languages.

Should you have a person fitting this deecription smung your students, I
would appreciate your forwardirig his or her curriculum vita** Thanking you in
advance, I remain,

Your&s incarely,

Beea



Prfso Am+ 0, *ro

Uniersity of MIDUOmpa
Department of Ictada
1035 Businssa Admisinitration
271 Ifth Avimm S.

Miu.po.ayt Mnnet 55455

Dear Am*e,

I am Writims to sk your help In the follautes notter. I vould like to
hire a reserc~h asoiount for * -period of **a or two yeas, stomstng pmobly
to january 1961. t an locking for-& greaO student Wbo IL" 46"4pte- his

course* work but would like to take off a year at two bftere =mubddag o ble
dissertation. Alternatively, I would consider someom* wItb a strong %A. In
ecoeuis.M- y requirevants are course most In trade or dovalopmant and

knowledgm of *a* of the basic empoter langmags,.

Should you bvm a pes fittng this desrition smu yt stums, I
would approtlats, you e matmg his or her curemde vIta** iTbaeing you in
advan, I rssit,

Yous sinemraly,

Bela Ul&*@&e



November 13, 1981.

Professor Roalda1 1. Md~innon
Stanford University
Departumt of Economics
Stanford, California 94305

I an writiv* to ask your help in the following matter. I would like to
hire & research assistant for a period of one or two yoars, starting probably
in January 1901. 1 m lokirg for a graduate student who has empleted his
course work but would like to take off a year or two before embarking on his
dissertation. Altervatively, I would considerameone with a strmM I.A. in
eonoies. My requireme to are course work in trade or development and
knowledge of one of the basic computer languages.

Should you have a person fitting this description among your students,
would appreciate your forwardirtg his or bar curriculum vitae. Thanktivg you in

4 advance, I remain,

Yours sincerely,

ela hal..



November 13, 1981.

Professor Peter B. Koen
Princeton University
International Finance Section
Dickinson Hall
PrInceton, New Jersey 08544

Dear Peter,

I am writing to ask your help in the following matter. I would like to
hire a research assistant for a period of one or two years, starting probably
in Jaaary 1981. 1 an locking for & graduat* student who he* completed his
course work but would like to take off a year or two before embarking an bis
dissertatlov. Alternatively, I would consider &omoon* with a strong B.A. In
econondco. My requirements are course work In trade or development and
knowledge of one of the basic computer larguages.

Should you hav* a person fitting this description sag your students, I
would appreciate your fo.vardlng his or her curriculum vitae. Thamklog you In
advance, I remain,

Yours sincerely ,

Bel& Ralsess.



WORLD BANK / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. E. Stern, SVPOP DATE: November 13, 1981.

FROM: Bela Balassa, DRC

SUBJECT:
TUNISIA: Electrical and Mechanical Industries Project

1. In response to your request, transmitted by Mr. Norman Horsley, I
provide below an evaluation of the incentive aspects of the proposed
Electrical and Mechanical Industries (EMI) Project for Tunisia. The
evaluation is based on the Project Brief, dated July 21, 1981; the Issues
Paper, dated October 14, 1981; the Decision Memorandum, dated October 27,
1981; and the Staff Appraisal Report, dated November 13, 1981. Mr. Ettori has
also provided me with a calculation of effective protection for the EMIs (memo
to files, dated October 21, 1981).

2. The Project Brief contains the following statement: "it is proposed,
and it was agreed in principle with the Government that priority projects and
activities eligible for Bank financing would only be those for which, at the
time of Bank approval and during the commitment period of the proposed loan,
the tariff duty is below 18% and there is no import quota" (Para. 20). It was
further added that "this definition of eligibility would ... induce project
promoters and financing institutions to select and design efficient projects
with reasonable competitiveness" (Para 8.11).

3. According to the Issues Paper, "in its August cable, the Government
agreed with the definition of EMI priority subsectors eligible for financing
under the proposed loan, i.e. those protected by nominal tariff duties lower
than 18% and having no quota-... However, during the last mission (September
11-21), it was discovered that these agreements would be negated by a de facto
protection applied by the Ministry of National Economy" (Para. 3). After
futher discussions with the Govertment, it is now proposed that the conditions
for the loan as regards incentive policies be set as follows: (a) The import
prohibition list would be abandoned, and any industrial promoter who wants to
import equipment goods that are manufactured in Tunisia would have to pay the
corresponding tariff duty. (b) In exchange for (a), the Bank would agree to
expand the definition of EMI priority activities to include all those
activities that have no quota and whose current tariff rate is less than say
26% rather than 18% as previously envisioned ... (Para. 5).

4. The Issues Paper further notes that "the Ministry of National Economy
could grant exceptions in very special cases for specific time periods (of up
to say one year) after careful review of their justification" (Para. 5,
fn. 2). In Para. 3 of the Decision Memorandum, it is added that "only in
exceptional cases and for a clearly stipulated limited period of time would
quantitative restrictions be admitted for priority EMI products" (Para. 3)
without, however, stipulating a time limit.

Arguments for and against Higher Protection

5. According to the Issues Paper, selective increases in tariffs beyond
the maximum 18% agreed to so far would "induce Tunisian promoters to buy
(locally made EMI equipment rather than imported ones)" (Para 4). It further
cites in support the views of the Tunisians who argued that higher tariffs
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were "justified on the grounds that duties on imported inputs which enter into
the manufacture of EMI product as raw materials or semi-finished products are
in the 8% range" (footnote 1).

6. The other side of the coin is that higher tariffs on EMI equipment
raise costs to domestic industry. Export efforts would be adversely affected
as a result, while firms engaging in import substitution would presumably
request higher protection to offset the effects of the higher cost of
equipment. In Tunisia's very open econony that needs to place increasing
reliance on exports, the danger of a chain reaction is of particular
importance, when raising tariffs on any industry may also lead to demands for
higher protection on the part of others.

7. Nor do input tariffs for EMI products in the 8% range provide any
argument for raising product tariffs, since low input tariffs increase
effective protection. Mr. Ettori made an illustrative calculation, according
to which the effective rate of protection for EMI products will be 50% for the
case of the 26% product tariff limit and a 13% input tariff; an effective rate
of 60% is obtained if an 8% input tariff is used in the calculation. These
results would represent considerable increases in protection as compared to
effective rates of 40% and 27%, respectively, under a 18% tariff limit.

8. Ettori also makes alternative calculations for product tariffs below
the 26% maximum and suggests that "these levels of E.P. are quite acceptable
in the context of Tunisia, where E.P. in industry averages largely above 50%"
(Para. 3). However, existing estimates based on tariff rates overstate the
extent of effective protection in Tunisian manufacturing, because they do not
allow for tariff redundancy. Yet, for many products, in particular consumer
goods, tariffs are not binding because price control or competition has
reduced the domestic price below the tariff-inclusive cif price.

9. At the same time, high protection is not conducive to the
establishment of efficient units that is the stated objective of the Sector
Loan. This is indicated by the example of consumer durables produced by
Tunisian EMIs which, according to the Project Brief, "are generally
inefficient and highly protected (nominal duties largely above 35%), capital-
intensive and weakly integrated within the sector" (Para. 4).

10. Given the small size of the Tunisian market and the importance of
economies of scale in the EMIs, efficient operations simultaneously
necessitate exporting and import substitution. While the Project Brief
provides a list of industries that are said to have "domestic markets large
enough to sustain efficient import substitution ... " (Para. 15a), the validity
of this statement may be queried as far as mechanical equipment, such as
machinery for agriculture and public works, and for electro-mechanical
equipment, such as motors, transformers, and switchgears are concerned.
Moreover, the major items in the preliminary subsectoral allocation of EMI
investments, listed in the Project Brief (Para. 18), are identified as
requiring exports for efficient operations (Para. 15b).

Recommendations

11. While one may welcome the stipulation contained in the Staff
Appraisal Report according to which the Government needs to consult with the
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Bank on "any increase of current tariff duties by more than 8 percentage
points or above 26%" (Para. 6.22), in view of the above considerations raising
the maximum tariff from 18% to 26% cannot be recommended. While "the effect
of this change would be to expand only marginally the list of eligible
activities" (Issues Paper, Para. 5b), the danger is that tariffs would be
raised. And while according to the Issues Paper, "it does not seem that the
Government plans to revise the protection levels in 1982" (Para. 5, fn. 4), it
subsequently states that the "nominal protection rate for all EM1 priority
activities eligible for Bank financing would remain at the new higher level
until after the findings of the Effective Protection study soon to be
undertaken by the Bach Hambe Institute" (Para 5c).. At'the same time,
discussions with the prospective authors of the study held on November 9,
1981, indicate that the Issues Paper is overly optimistic in assuming that the
policy recommendations of the study would be available by the second half of
1982 (Ibid.). At any rate, experience indicates that, once tariffs have been
raised, it is difficult to reduce then again.

12. If the proposition is accepted that the tariff limit for priority EMI
subsectors remains at 18%, the question arises as to how short-tern problems
may be dealt with. In this connection, the Issues Paper refers to foreign
dumping (Para. 4). While the spectre of dumping has often been raised, there
is little evidence of its existence in the EMIs. At any rate, in the event of
dumping, the use of anti-dumping duties is preferable to higher protection.

13. One may admit, however, the possibility of imposing quantitative
import restrictions in the case of new finns while they go through the initial
learning process. The imposition of such restrictions should, however, be
subject to a time limit of one year as recommended in the Issues Paper.

14. Finally, to the extent- that it is desirable to give more incentives
to the EMIs, this should be done through subsidies rather than tariffs. This
is because subsidies reduce the cost of equipment to the domestic user and
provide equal incentives to exports as well as to import substitution. A
recomendation to this effect is contained in my advisory report to the
Tunisian government (cf. memo to files, dated April 9, 1981).

15. Subsidies may be provided in various forms. While the Project Brief
excludes the possibility of admitting inputs duty free (Para 4), this
procedure is utilized elsewhere and could be used in this case also. EMI
firms may also be provided with preferential tax and credit terms. In fact,
the proposed loan does the latter, thereby reducing the need for increased
protection.

cc: Mr. Horsley; Standard Distribution List

BBalassa:nc



Noember 13, 1961.

Proessor Jagdlsh X. BhgSvatj
Colmbia University
Department of lemores
Now York, Now To*t

Dear Ja&41&h,

I am WitIsG to ak Your help In the following natter* mml *0 1JMi to
hire a rsearch assitant for a period of one or two yease, starting probably
In Jamuary 1961. 1 as teokiug for a gratmoue stmdeat wbo has co#mpte his
stu" but would like to t@ake vf & year or two before emarsklan s his
disroin Altermattwelyg I wmnld towsaer smseone with a atrmg *A In

,aa n My requiremna e cose work In trade or develent ad
knowledip of oe of the baas computer Ilapwsos

Should you have a person fittng this descritiotn smug your sudents, I
mmuld appreate your forrardugs o r be ar urriaus vitaso. Thaikie you in
advane, I rosalz,

Your* sincerely,

P.S. On a different smatr I am unabl* to find my commeants on "A Note on th
Thoorottal Intaerreatin of lsdiess of Trade Intensity and Revealed

CA1 ;- i Aam~ nwtage" you referred to in your ltter of Noeme th.
?lea"e Bond me a copy at youir earliet coename.



Le 13 novembre 1981

Cher ati,

Je suis dnsolg qu'il n'ait pas 6tg possible de trouver quelqu'un
pour remplacer H. Chenery et moi-renme au Conzr~s du Club de'Dakar qui s'est
tenu Zi Vienne. Je suis sUr que celui-ci a fti une riussite et je regrette
quo nous n'ayons pu y participer.

Vous m'avez demandg de vous indiquer le non d'une personnalit6
anericaine qui pourrait devenir merbre du Club de Dakar. Je vous recommande

le professeur Elliott Berg, de l'Universitg du Nichigan, qui est 1'auteur du

Rapport sur l'Afrique au sud du Sahara paru racerxent. Le professeur Berg
est consultant au FII, par l'interrmdiaire duquel il est possible de le
joindre.

J'espare avoir 1'occasion de vous rencontrer quand vous viendrez
A Washington en dicembre. D'apras mes projets, je devrais etre ici jusqu'au
7 dicembre, puis aprLs le 22.

Je vous prie d'agrner, cher ami, l'expression de ms sentimeents
les neilleurs.

Bela Balassa

P.S. Je regois A l'instant votre lettre du 3 novernbre. Je dois rentrer de
Manille, oi se tiendra le Congras de la Chanbre internationale de com-
nerce, le 28 novembre et serais heureux de vous rencontrer a l'une
quelconque des dates suivantes : 30 novembre, 3, 4. 7 ou 10 dicembre.
Je vous enverrai dans quelques jours par t6Lgrame le nom de personnes
avec lesquelles vous pourriez trouver intfiressant de vous entretenir.
Je crois comprendre que le Bureau de Paris de la Banque a demandi pour
vous un rendez-vous avec 14. Clausen.

Monsieur 1. T. Diewara
Club de Dakar
Secrtariat administratif
4, avenue Iloche
75008 Paris (France)



Le 13 novembre 1981

Chare Frangoise,

Je te remercie de ta lettre du 22 octobre m'autorisant A
reproduire dans la s&rie des rsimpressions de la Banque mondiale mon
article paru dans le numdro thsmatique "SPECIALISATION INTERNATIONALE
ET CRISE" de la Revue 6conomique. Enf6rence sera faite au document
dans lequel cet article a Stg initialement publig.

Carol et moi avons 1'intention de nous rendre a Paris en janvier.
Si nos plans se matgrialisent, nous serons tras heureux de vous rencontrer
toi et Jean.

Je te transmets toutes nos amiti6s.

Bela Balassa

Madame Frangoise Carrigre
Revue 6conomique
54, boul. Raspail
75006 Paris (France)



November 13, 1981

Mae La Directrie
H!otel Scandinimia
27 rue de. Tournon
Paris, 6e

ChAro Madame:

Je vous prie de bien vouloir me riserver une chambre pour leg
dates suivantes:

11 dfiembrhe 13 decembre
9 janvier 13 janvier

En0 vous e arcieut d'avane, $e vous prie de croire. chera Madame,
A as mailleuresenmtimunts.

gel& Ralassa

cc: Mfme. Ponchon (Banque itondiale, Paris)

4U

U U



November 13, 1981.

Ms. Therese Hmst
Editorial Officer
Trade Policy Research Centre
I Cogh Square
Lonon =cA 3DE
England.

Dear Ms. Hunt-

I encl" the eorreeted proofs of my pape. -While I hae
found practically no effors, the~proos.a do not emtsn the title and
the sulmtias of the paper. I do not know vibst could hae happened
but we cetany need these in the printed version. ather than puetft
in the title and subtites, I enclos a origiual copy of the paper.

I vould further like to ask you to *and as Information on the
following: the eat title and the volume, the etoers, the pubiases
and the date of publiation.

Yoursintermely,

Enslosuros Bela Balamma



Mt. Roland Barer, AMX November 13, 1981

SoUa Batsa, DRC

Personal Trstvol

I would like to ask you to mae reaervations for my wife, Mtrs. Carol
Balassa on the flights indicaed below. Floose also ak* reservations for me
on the Caoa,-lanca-Marakesch iflgth., This will be taken over by of fiil.
travel ee I have prepared my travel request.

Please note that there is no eturn flight indiested a the schedule
between tMarakes~aand Casab k a. This is beauns we will be travelling by o=e
You might find it appropriato to get Washington-Casablkumm%-Wasiagton excursin
fare for my wife and sparately purchase the Casa IsMdw flight which,
at any rate, is very inexpesive.

8, Friday Washington-* 1600 745 TW810

13, Wednday Paris-Lyon 1745 1835 IT6921

14, Thursday Lyon-Caabancaa 1625 1930 AT715

14, Thurday Casablana-Marakaeh 2120 2155 AT751

19, Tesday Casablaa-New York 1000 1235 AT204

19, Tuesday Now York-Washington 1615 1727 PA67

Baas*



ism c DOAF 1-1s 2slS ps U1/24/U1

nesene16-138 lose p 12/03/81

I~t bm I dwe dae* bems OU~tble



WORLD 1K / INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. David QdW Williams, AEP DATE: November 12, 1981

FROM: Bela Balassa, DRC

SUBJECT:
Sri Lanka: Effective Protection Study

Measuring Relative Incentives

1. This is a commendable effort that should be of value in formulating
an incentives policy for the manufacturing sector in Sri Lanka. At the same
time, the usefulness of the study could be increased by noting the use of
incentives other than tariffs and export subsidies, placing the results in the
context of the national economy, recognizing the existence of redundant
protection, and making more explicit policy recommendations.

2. Apart from export credits, the estimates make no allowance for tax
and credit preferences or for investment incentives. Even if these measures
were of little importance in practice, the reader would need information on
the relevant regulations.

3. Furthermore, the pervasiveness of export taxes in agriculture points
to the need to consider incentives to the manufacturing sector in the context
of the national economy. In particular, the appropriate benchmark for the
effective rate of protection is not 1.0, as it is alleged on p. 61, but the
ratio of the shadow exchange rate to the actual exchange rate.

4. It should be possible to give an indication of the protection of the
primary sector on the basis of existing information on export taxes and import
tariffs for foods, raw materials, and fuels. In turn, alternative estimates
of the shadow exchange rate could be derived for assumed values of the
relevant elasticities.

Estimating Nominal Protection Coefficients

5. Nominal protection coefficients are estimated on the basis of
information on tariffs, export taxes, and export subsidies. Although 281
items remain subject to import licensing, on p. 43 it is claimed that
"licensing provisions apply to some items" only. Furthermore, the procedures
employed in making price comparisons are not explained.

6. Nor is adequate attention given to redundant protection. While it is
noted that "where imports were small, direct price observations were
undertaken to get world price" (p. 43) the scope of the price comparisons is
not indicated. At the same time, the unprecedentedly large share of items
with negative world market value added (61 out of 263 products) indicates the
importance of tariff redundancy.

7. A case in point is aerated water that has a 100 percent tariff. To
cite Fred Moore, "I can't understand how aerated water can have negative value
added in world prices. It consists of water, sugar, bottles, and labels"
(Memo dated October 28, 1981). The answer presumably is that the tariff
overestimates the excess of the domestic over the world market price. Nor
will the domestic price of the eight confectionery products with negative
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world market value added exceed the world market price by 100 percent as the

tariff observations would indicate.

8. Problems arise also in connection with the measurement of the nominal

protection of export products. They are defined "as products of sample firms

actually exported during the survey year" (p. 41). Under this definition,
even a small, and possibly nonrecurrent, export would put the product into the

export category, with the further assumption made that domestic prices equal
export revenue (export prices adjusted for export taxes and import tax
rebates). Yet, in the event of occasional exports, this relationship will not
hold.

9. To provide a better indication of the structure of protection,
products should be classified into the four categories introduced in my

Development Strategies in Semi-Industrial Econcmies. In that study,

industries exporting more than 10 percent of their output are considered as
export industries, industries importing more and, respectively, less than 10

percent of consumption are classified as import-competing and non-import-
competing, with nominal protection determined by price comparisons in the
latter case. Finally, industries having more than 10 percent of exports and
more than 10 percent of imports are taken to be export-and-import-competing.

10. This classification scheme should be utilized even if further price
comparisons cannot be made and the estimates for the four categories compared
on the product, product group, and industry level. At the same time, the
scope of the price comparisons, the procedures used, and the results obtained
should be indicated. I may add that, in the last fifteen years, Bank studies
of effective protection have utilized price comparisons rather than tariff
observations.

Estimating Effective Rates of Protection

11. Grouping products into the four categories would also permit

providing a more appropriate evaluation of effective protection. Furthermore,
effective protection coefficients should be averaged by using world market
value added as weights, irrespective of whether this is negative or
positive. The demonstration and the relevant formula are provided in my The
Structure of Protection in Developing Countries, p. 319.

12. The effects of tariff reductions on the effective protection
coefficients are incorrectly calculated. Such calculations should be made by

building up the results from the world market values derived for the existing

protection structure. Thus, a negative world market value added, reflecting
extreme cases of inefficiency, would not turn into positive following

reductions in tariffs as alleged e.g. in regard to chocolate on p. 118.

Rather, in this event firms will disappear unless they improve their X-

efficiency.

Policy Recommendations

13. The recommendations again suffer from the disregard of the rest of
the economy. To my mind, the basic recommendation should be to reduce, and
eventually eliminate, export taxes that raise the protection of the

manufacturing sector and favor products which use them as inputs. At the same
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time, the budgetary implications of the proposed changes should be explored.

14. As regards tariffs, the proposed steps are rather timid. Once one
recognizes the existence of redundant protection, larger reductions in tariffs
can be recommended since these reductions would in part eliminate the water in
the tariff. At the same time, rather than proceeding on a piecemeal basis,
one would need a programme extending to all manufactured goods, to be carried
out over a five year horizon so as to provide time for business to adjust.

15. I would propose a 25 or 30 percent tariff ceiling, to be reached in
steps over the five year period, during which time tariff disparities would be
reduced and export subsidies increased in order to lessen the existing bias
against exports. At the same time, actions should be taken to provide the
necessary revenues, possibly by raising indirect taxes. Indirect taxes should
also replace above-average tariffs on luxury goods, lest their domestic
production is encouraged.

cc: Messrs. Gould, AEP; Holsen, ASNVP; Moore, IDF; Pursell, DRC;
Thuyet, ASP; Cuthbertson (consultant); M. Z. Khan (IMF).

BBalassa: nc



Novembue 12, 1"81.

Mre. Theodore Geiger
Chief, Inteamatioral Studst
National Pl anning Assoeiatio
1606 Nowr Hampshire Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20011

Dear Ted,

I recently saw a refoem*n to the study "Corporate ResPonses to
Export 1Tusts of the Nowly Indusetraising CountrieY prepaed by Lawrene
G. Franko and Sherry Stephenon. , I vonder if you could favor me with a

I hope that you have reeived the reprints I snt you in
September. I thought of Franes and you in rvvising the culinary guide.

'Yours sincerely,

Bela Balassa



Mr. Staley Plese, SVPP Noemer 12, 1981

Dole Balassa, DRC

StructEral MAdjgobnt Poegas In DemelEI!3 Countries

1. I find little difference In the exchange rat* policy proscriptions
contained In the Africa Report and In my "Structural Adjustommt Policies in
Drmeloping Countriese" The Roport endorsee a scheme of partiallop eagnsated
devaluation - a dealuation casma with reductions In Import protection -
that I bave lorml advocated (cf. s~g. ftefomng the System of Iscouttrs In
Developing Comtrtos," June 1973, World ank Reprint go , , pp. 379-80). It
also considers export subsidie so a seond est solution as I have done in
"Structural Adjustmnt Policies" At the aame time, It should be recognIned
that oymmtry requires antaintatg tariffs unchanged under the second
alternative, in which cam* the udatary affets will be practically the saeme
an under the f Irsto

2. "Structural Adjustmant Policies" reform to the practical difficulties
of export subsidization in expressing a preference for the partially
compensted devaluation alternattves. It should be notedi hawovero that *mrt
subsidization has bwmn used ti' good effect In a number of ctouatrtaz* Evtdsee
on this point to provided in my "Rxport Incentives *ad Import Perfommance In
Developing Countries: A Comparative Anasi," which Is cited In the Afria
Report.

3. The use of expert subsidies is predicated on the existence of
constraitst on ehange rae changes. In thl regard, "Structural Adjsetmt
Policies" refers to the fixed exchange rate arragements wi thin the Franc area
in particular. VhIl* the trasaafewmtIon of the Franc area ay be considered
desirable, one can kardly postpone policy action until this occurs* At the
sae stime, "Structural Adjustment Policies" explictlyg states that It to the
sall countries of the Franc area that way Impse *Mpwt subiets witbout

twmoking countervailing ot Thisconclusion des not apply to deelintg
contries In general and to We ewyip-tastrialitrg coagtries to
particular. For a more detailed diocsesioul, see Sols. Bala*se and Michael
Sherpoten, "Export Subsidies by Develoingte Coatriess Isses of Folic:70"
November 1973, World Bank Reprint So. 51j p. 38-39.

4. 1 encloe an excerpt from "Structural Adjustment Policloe where I
have rAorierad the relevant passae*a, ee of which sen to hae esaped the
attention of the author of the note prepared at the Fand. I s* so reason for
modifying any of the test.

ect Messrs. Road, (IKF); Palat (ZKF)j and Stern, SVPOP

Enclosure
3ftaassae



November 12, 1981.

Mr. Andr6 Barsony
OECD Devesaopwult Cnmtar

2, rue n dae-Paseal
75775 Paris
France

Dear Andr6,

I hmme tad about two recent OEM0 repors. The Noveaber 3rd issue
of the Fiantial Timos refue to a sudy on debt; theJul ssue ofna the 0=0
Observer speakse of a report of thet Trade ommaittee. I wonde if I may Impoe
on you to sea nd me opes of these xepoets and if posible tbe recent OECD
publication, the W&Ifare State ft Crisis.

Yours sincerely,

Bela WARISAa



November 11, 1981.

Mr. Nuno Fidelloo de Figueiredm
Rua des Escutores 571
05469 Sao Paulo, S.P.
Brai

Dear Mr. de Figuairedo:

I was indedd sorry to have miosed you on the occaio of your
visit to Washington. Thank you for providing me with a copy of the study
you wrote for IDE. I will read it with interest.

I also look foriwd to reading the report you have prepared for
the World Bank.

I do not know when I will have the opportunity to go to Sao Paulo,
but sltg eertainly let you know if I do, However, perhaps you might lume
the oppmnity to cm to Washington before then.

Yours sincerely,

tge Bela Balassa



Novembser 11, 1981.

Mr. David Kal-lgg
Senior 19ditor
Social Scienes
Pergamon Press Inc.
Maxwell House
Fairview Park
Elmsford, Now York 10523

Dear Mr. Kellogg:

Tank you for your letter of Octoer 9th. I further enclose
promtion its of people at the World Bank and at the 1Wr with the
request that you msA them the promotion pieces. You will underst=4t
that I csant do it ueft. At the smtime, I would expect good
sales at the World Bank.

In sending out the promotion peces to people at the World Bank.
plase do not send all the promotion piees at the sam time. Rather,
have it sent in batches of a anAm or s. as I want to avoid creating
any undue commotion- Iry having a large nmber of promotion places
comng in..

Your* sincerely,

Enclosure 3*10 Nalasta

P. S. I further enclose some address labels for people to whom the promotion
piece should be sent.



November 11, 1981.

~ *1

Mr. Vito Tanzi
International Monetary Fund
700 19th Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20431

Dear Vito,

I am in the process of preparing my overview paper for the
AEA sesion at which you are asoe presenting a paper. I would appreciate
it if you could send a copy of your paper (mce It is available in draft
form. This would help me avoid overlapping while referring to the
contents of your paper

It was good to see you and to have lunch last month and I look
forward to fretamt contacts. I am sendin you copies of -oe of my recent
papa=s today.

Yours sincerely,

Enclosures Bola Balams

Enclosed: A "Stages Approach" to Comparative Advantage, W.P. No. 136
The Policy Experiene of Twelve Les Developed Countries W.P. No. ,449
Industrial Prospects and Policie in the Developed Countries W.P. No.443
Adjustment to External Shocks in Developing Economies W.P. No. 472
Structural Adjustment Policies in Developing Countries W.P. No. 464
The Proeses of Industrial Development and Alternative Development

Strategies, Prineton Essay Noe. 141
The United States in the World Economy, Hopkins W.P. No. 82
Culinary Guide
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Noembe 11, 1981.

Mr. Istvan Mobacehi
The Hungarian Embassy
3910 Shoezaker Stree N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20008

Dear Mr. Mohacshi:

I was glad to learn of Hungary's application to the I"F =&
the World Bank. I enclose a booklet as well as press clippines which
deals with procurement. As I mentioned to youa, once Hungary beemses
a =mmer it can participate In 4ompetitivo bidding for Bank contracs.
I further enclose some of my recent papers that deal with policy responses
to external shocks.

Yours sincerely,

Enclosures Bela Balassa

Enclosed: W.P. No. 437 "The Newly-Industrializing Developing Countries
Afte"A~he Oil Crisis"

464 "Strucmtal Adjustmnt Policies in Developing Eonomies"
472 "Adjust~me to External Shocks in Developing BEnomies"
449 "The Policy Experience of Twelve Less Developed

Countries, 1973-1978"



November 11, 1981.

Ms. S. W. Y. KU0
Deputy Govenor
The Central Bank of China
The Republic of Chia
Taipei, Taiwan

Dear Me. Tbo:

3: was sorry to larn that I will not be able to see you and other
friends in Taipei 4ater this mouth, I w"e not aware of the fact that a now
airport far from the city had bowe built.

I would like to use the opportunity to tank you for sendig me
your book, I $ian.ucesse Soray. The book rightfully indcaes the achieve-
ments of the last decade.

Yours sincevely,

Bela Balassa

P.S. Pleas& contine to send no the peuiations on Taiwan.



November 11, 1981.

Ms. S. W. T. K Uo
Deputy Governor
The Central Bank of China
The Republic of China
Taipei, Taiwan

Dear Vs. Kuo:

I was sorry to learn that I will not be able to see you and other
friends in Taipei later this month. I was not aware of the fact that a new
airport far from the city had been built.

I would like to use the opportunity to thank you for sending me
your book, Taiwan Success Story. The look rightfully indicates the achieve-
ments of the last decade.

Yours sincerely,

Bela Balassa

P.S. Please continue to send me the publications on Taiwan.



Rovember 11, 1981.

Mr. Christian Laana
4455 Greenvich Parkway N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20007

Dear Christian,

We larned from Lisa of your recent surgery. We both wish you

a speedy recovery.

I enclose my recent pager on the U.S. aenomy " weill as my

culinary guide. I tbsonht that you might enjoy ranga teme.

With we ar esal regards,,

Yours sincerely,

Enclosures Bela Balassa



November 11, 1981.

Mr. Bela Balassa
100 Royal Palm Way, Apt. 903
Bea Raton, Iorida 33432

Dear Bea:

Plase excuse the delayed anser to spur letter of July 30th.

I have rwWd your book on Hungary of the 19th century with much interest
and would like to thank you for sending it to me.

I also appreciate the ipfornation you sent me on our common
ancestors. I a e adiage copies to my fater, as well as my sisters. It
would be nice to wwet,you, if you come to Wasdhiugton. Pleae let me know
the 4ate of your next visit.

Yours sincerely,

Bela Bal""s



Noemsber 11, 1981.

Professor Laslo eranyi B.
P.O. tox 2221
Chulta Vista, Caifornia 92012

Dear Professor Boenyi:

I would be glad to see you on the occasion of your visit to

Washington in Late December. Plase entact amr secetary to arrange a

meeting.

Yours sincerely,

Bela talasa



Dr. L. Stein
Macquarie University
School of Economics
North Ryde
Nev South Wales 2113
Australia

Dear Dr. Stein*

Plese &=us tbo delayed ansver to your latter of July 23rd.

I am sorry to soy we no longer hmnee the comparatve advantage ratios a

available.

Your*s incerely,

*eaRaan



Dr. Gerard K. Boon
The Tecbnology Scientific Foundahtion
P.O. Box 1510, 2200 BE Nwwrdufjk ZU

-The Netherlands

Dear Dr. Boon:

Thank you for your letter of October 12th. I have heard of your
work from Mr. Westphal and I am weta IntesmatW in getting acuned with
it. As to revewingg your books, you mity wimb to try the Joursnl of Develop-
ment Economics or Economic Development .and Cultual Change.

Bela ULM"a



November 11, 1981.

Ift. Nicholas Wahl
New York University
Institute of French Studies
15 Washington Mews
New York, N.Y. 10003

Dear Nick,

Thank you for your letter of October 28tb inviting me to give a
talk on the French escal eonmi polices. I would be happy to do so
and February los like the right time sian I will be In Paris in January
end plan to hsa discussions on aenomic policies.

Itach at Hopkins on Tuesday and Wednsday and so I could come
from Baltlae e NovYok and return to Washington the next morning. I

woner f your University could pay for the trip sine I cannot ask either
the Bank or Hopkins to do so.

Your& sincerely,

||| Bela Balassa



" Q' 1 I IVNFL NiNANU: UURPORATION

OFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. John H. Duloy, DRC DATE: November 10, 1981.

FROM: Bela Balassa, DRC

SUBJECT: Research on Adjustment to External Shocks in Sub-Saharan Africa

1. As I have indicated to you at lunch today, Luis de Azcarate put astudy on policy responses to external shocks in Sub-Saharan Africa on thetop of his list of research priorities. Undertaking such a study would alsofit in with the desire Hollis Chenery has repeatedly expressed to carry outresearch on Sub-Saharan Africa.

2. A study on the above subject would require adding seven or eightcountries to the five countries to which my trade decomposition has alreadybeen applied (Ivory Coast, Kenya, Mali, Tanzania and Zambia). This wouldpermit examining policy responses and economic performance in Sub-Saharan
countries following different policies as well as in LDCs and in LLDCs inthe period 1973-78.

3. Carrying out such a study would require 3-4 months of research
assistant time and 3-4 weeks of my time. Pradeep Mitra has indicated apossible interest in undertaking the domestic decompositions for the samecountries in the framework of his research project.

4. I wish to add that extending my trade decomposition to the periodof the second oil crisis (1979-80) would require 4-5 months of additionalassistant time. This has been suggested by various commentators and hasbeen discussed with Chenery. The results would be utilized in Mitra's project.

5. Correspondingly, I would like to ask you to provide the "floating"assistant to me for a continuous period of 8-9 months, starting in January1982. This would permit appropriate phasing of the work, since the Sub-SaharanAfrica study could start in January and the 1979-80 study in April-May whenthe 1980 data becomes available.

cc: Mr. Pyatt, Mr. Meeraus, Mr. Mitra

BBalassa:nc



November 9, 1981.

Professor Azme 0. Krueger
Uniesity of Mnn=eota
Depar tme of sEcnondes
1035 Busiuess uAdainstion
271 19th Avenue S.
Mnea.pols, sMnna 53455

I read with iterest your rerent paper on "loans to Assist the
Transition of Outward Looking Policies." As you know, this is a problem
today in Turkey and I fear that people underestimate the time needed for
aexral finan to assist in the reconvesion of the ecnomy. I have
ad this point reentlsy in the repbrt of a Bank mission I led to Turikey
in afay/June.

I an in the proess of preparing my'ovorvie paper for the AEA
session at which you are also presenting a paper. I would appreciate it
if you could sand a copy of your pape one It is available in draft form.
This would permit me to avoid overlapping vhile referring to the contents
of your paper.

Yours sincerely,

Bela Balaa



me Kasthleen . 9. mama*e
Publisher
The 1064l* &st Joural
1761 X Street W.V.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Doav Me. Manalov.

In reference to our toloome emwersatn, I enclaes a copy

of my paper. A copy is sent also,to Mr. Peek.

Tvmps sincerely,

Ratio&*am Bela Waassa

Enclosed: The Policy Experience of Newtly Industrializing Economies
After 1973 and the Case of Turkey

4.+



November 9, 1981.

Professor Mawsell J. Fry
University of California, Irvin*
School of Social Sciences
Irvine, California 92717

Dear May.,

Thank you for your letter of October 29th. I would indeed be
interested In having the papers of our AZA session published in World
Development. I do not se any problem in gsetig the paper cmpleted by
late February.

May I use the opportunity to ask you to send me-& copy of your
paper in draf t "s soon as it beme available. This would help me in

writtneour sincerelye gane

Bela Balsse.



wealbor 9, 1981.

Mr. Mohmot Gas colasa

and Finane orporatin
O-dal Is Morkeal letiklal Caddest

296 Beyoglu

Turk"y

Dear Mr. Ciks

It was go"d to so* you &"ain and I enjoyed the eouvarestias we have
had. I look forward t e atig you In Dombv I whill lot you know in
time my arival, date.I

I take pleaasr in me=osin a copy of the WarIA Uank Peprint "Grovth
Poicies and the ach~ R**9at in Tey." The intaion of my pape In

theo Reprint Seres will pedt tsa wU* distribution In deweoTng comtries.
I am alto snftn capies, teher with my culinary guide, to serss. Faruk
Sind Fuet.

Yours sinceely,

P.S. I a sorry to "' tat I have stil not xoceivad my honorarium for
last July's litue.Plase, ese It to my ham address, 2134 Wyamng
Avowas N.W., Wasngton, D.C. 20008, or directly to my acount with
State Stest nk1s anid Trust Company, P.O. Box 1912, Boston, M& 02105.
If the transfer Is no"t th e Bank, pleas* note that my aseont number
is 737515 lIut he 80mdder Dwoelopente Fund.



- Novldbet9, 1981.

Mr. John Pei
Yale University
Department of REcammies
New Haven, Connecticut

Dear John:

This in a segnal to my letter of Noveshber 2. 1 would apprecate
it if You could invte Lloyd Reynolds to the lunchmon an the 16th. Also,
in the early aftueront I would like to Interview possible candidates for
the DR.C. We are especially inteste4 In people with a uacro-oconomic or
energy orientation, but woueld conside any good students. Finally, I
would to inweested In hiring a resarch assistant if you have someone
who may have finished the comprehensives but wants to take off a year or
two before writing a thesis.

Yours sineely,

Bela Balasoa

P.S. I will arrive In Now Havenl plane at 10:13 and will take a taxi from
the airport; in the evening al plane loaves at 7:25.



November 9, 1981.

OECD Informatin Servieb
2 rue Andr6 Pascal
P75775 Paris CEDIX 16
France

Dear Si:

I have apparently neglected to fill out the form you earlier

sent me ceneorming the OECD Observe. I wowld like to continue receiving

the Observer in the future.

Yours sinerely,

Bela Balasa
~:

z ~.

m~*

4

A.~.



2LUe wyvamn vesmm N.w.
Washington, D.C. 20008
Naveer 9, 1981.

Mr. Robert E. Gal
assistant Vies Premident

Market Planing & Analysis
National Railroad Passer orpoation
400 North Capitol Stest N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001

Thank you for your letter of October 19th.I % & lad to bear
about your now rule accordinS to vhiah Motvostamrs will Us stopping in
Baltimore ift he eommentim a~ trot iare thmi half an hour ate. I
was also happy to f&nM that two Notselinars smake stop* In Baltimore
on the way to Washington is the aid afternamn sine October 28tb. I have
a-a se of them already ad so have otbs.

yoe s ineely,

Bola Balassa
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Novmsber 9. 1981.

Mr. Martin Wassoll
International Cho or of teomerco
39 Cours Albert 1
75008 Paris
Frane

Dear Mr. Wassell:

Thank you for your ltter of October 5th informing me of the
hotel and air ticet arragements. In the meanttam, I hae received the
ticket from Air France.

T would like to ask you to send me two or throo copies of the
volume conta'ning the papers to be presented in Mania by air mail. If
possible, I would like to rseeiv* sm additional 8 to 10 copies by sea mail.

Yours sinearely,

Bola Ba-Umsa

P.S. I have jus received your fater of octobor 27th. Brookfast on Monday
November 23rd is finai with me. Please leave a sessagefor my arrival as to
the eacnt time and place.



- November 9, 1981.

Mr. Edward A. Hewett
The Brookings Institution
1775 Massachusnetts Avsene N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Ed,

it was good seeing you and I enjoyed the discussion e had.
I encloe several of my papers dealing with policy response to external

shocks as I promised.

'4

Yours sinerely,

Ennclsrs Bela aassa

Encloed:t W.P. No. 437 "The Newly-Industrializing Developing Countries After

the Oil Crisis"
464 ""Stru al Adjustment Policies in Developing Economies:

472 "Adjustenat to External Shocks in Developing Economies"

449 "The Policy Experience of Twelve Less Developed

Countries, 1973-1978"
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Me Vrgalna Rstehcock, IP Noembe 6, 1981

Bela Balasa, DRC

It was earier agroad that the Prseh trmaio o my "The
Changing Internatioals Division of Labor In Manufactuse" Godst" would
be issued as a reprint. The pubitiostn of oti spar ha bae deAyeda,
and in the imantime, a mm e sioan has been puibLUsao fto ftemo. OTi
incorporates my two papes issued as Wo. 1%6 aud 180. Noy I sk you,
therefoe, to Lamma this translation as a rspr:Lst. I enclso two cepies
togseter with a lettere from the love* mavadqum authorixing raerntg of
the paper.

Enclosues
U~alasaa



PARIS, le 22 Octobre 1981

54, boUl. R1 !iI
75006 PAiS

Mori r Bela DALA'.'
Wori iank
IZ18 ii Street N W
WAS I:TON D C
2C4333
U.S.A.

Cher Bela,

Je rc;ois , cC jour, ta lettre du 16 Octobre. Bien

entendu , la Revue Econofiqe t autcrio 1 reproduirc ton article

paru dns le ium~ro th6matiqUe " 1PIALISATION INTERATIO.ALE

ET CRISE ", dc Juillet 1981 - avec r#22rence obligatoi a cette

source

Merci A toi el. L Carol our vos prccicux Knmoignages

de sympathie

A bientot j'czpere, et toutes mes amitids L tous dex .

C -1 ,T11



November 6, 1981.

Nk. Julio Berlinski
Instiett Torato Di Tells
Cento do Investigaciones sEnmanea
11 de Septiambre 2139
Buenos Aires (26)
Argentina

Dear Julio,

I ancloso a copy of the Introduction to the Argentina chapter.
I hope that Khe text appropriately refets your ideas.

I am sorry that I did not have the chance to not you on your
visit to Washington. I was expecting you Mneday *fternoon; I was at
HopIn~s In Baltimore ons Tuesay dad Wednaesa.

Yours sintorely,

Enclosure Bela Balasa



5
Argentina

JULIO BERLINSKI AND DANIEL M. SCHYDLOWSKY

Argentina covers most of the southern cone of South turing over that of exports was given by a steadily declin-
America; its fertile grassy plains are famous sources of ing rate of import substitution. In practice, the growth
grain and beef. In 1969 Argentina had a population of of industry repeatedly exceeded this ceiling and balance
approximately 23 million, of which about a third lived in of payments crises resulted.
greater Buenos Aires. Per capita income in that year was The stabilization measures introduced to cope with
about US$900, but it had grown at only 2 percent a year these crises typically included devaluation (to promote
since 1950. Although agriculture contributed about 13 primary exports and to contain imports) and tightening
percent of GNP and industry 33 percent, almost 80 per- of money policy (allegedly to prevent inflation). These
cent of Argentina's exports were agricultural. Import measures generally resulted in recession and inflation,
substitution had proceeded so far that consumer goods and a temporary improvement in the balance of pay-
made up less than 5 percent of imports, while raw mate- ments as economic activity was reduced. Prices tended
rials and intermediate goods accounted for two thirds of to rise after devaluation, because Argentina's major ex-
the import bill.' ports are food products, and hence domestic food prices

Argentina's economic history since World War II has have been tied to international prices converted to
been one of cyclical fluctuations around a path of rel- Argentine pesos (Sa). M\any industrial prices had a simi-
atively low growth, double-digit inflation in practically lar link via imported inputs, or via competing products
all years, and recurrent balance of payments crises. that were imported. The reductions in economic activity
Underlying these features has been a persistent imbal- were the result, at least in part, of the fall in real wages
ance between the rates of growth of the primary and arising out of the increase in the price of food. Tight
secondary sectors. While industry relied on imported money exacerbated the fall in aggregate demand. Short-
inputs, the principal source of foreign exchange was run borrowing abroad or inflows of foreign private in-
agriculture. Industrial growth thus depended directly vestment proved to be palliatives that did not fun-
on agriculture, except insofar as industrial output itself damentally affect the situation. The possibility of lifting
either was exported or saved foreign exchange by substi- the ceiling on industrial growth by promoting industrial
tuting for imports. Policy was strongly oriented toward exports began to be explored in the early 1960s, while
industrial import substitution, and also strongly biased stabilization on the basis of an incomes policy that did
against the production of industrial exports. As a result not depress real wages was not attempted until the late
the sustainable excess of the rate of growth of manufac- 1960s. The remainder of this introduction gives a

Financial support for this study was provided by the World Bank. the Development Advisory Service of Harvard University,
and Boston University's Center for Latin American Development Studies. Among numerous individuals, F. Porta. G. .\tacchi, J.
Scalise, and G. Marrero were helpful with the data at an early stage; later on. Frank Ellworth. Nick Tebagy. and particularly
Esther Lee Koss dedicatedly performed computations.

83



84 ICEN1ivE PoLICIES AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

thumbnail sketch of developments since World War II. by the imposition of export taxes, which limited both the

It is striking how repetitive the scenarios have been. increase in income to exporters and the fall in real wages.

Argentina entered the postwar period with unusually. The increase in the cost of living was only 12.1 percent in

high foreign exchange reserves, which resulted from the 1955, rising slightly to 13 percent in 1956. Since the plan
high prices its exports had fetched during the war and adopted was relatively expansionary, the recession in-

the unavailability of imported goods on which to spend duced by its early phase was a minor one. Throughout

the export revenue. The reserves were spent in the 1956 real wages rose and export taxes were reduced in an

immediate postwar years on the purchase of railroads offsetting fashion. By 1957 the increase in the retail price

from the British, on the settlement of foreign debt, and level had reached 25 percent a year. The devaluation had

on the imports needed to sustain a substantial increase in caused only a minimal increase in agricultural output

the standard of living of most Argentine citizens. In and exports, but there had been some increase in foreign

these years there was also a systematic and conscious private investment. During the late 1950s a general

effort at industrialization. Previous episodes of rapid liberalization of the economy was undertaken: bilateral

industrial growth, during World War I, during the trading arrangements were terminated, many imports

Great Depression, and during World War II, had been previously restricted were transferred to an automatic

achieved in response to temporary interruptions of license list in the "official" market, and an attempt was

supply or temporary unavailability of foreign exchange. made to control imports in the "free" market through

In early postwar Argentina, however, foreign exchange import duties. (For goods produced domestically a cer-

was plentiful and goods were available for import. tificate of need was required.) A surge of imports re-

Hence the industrialization of this period was caused sulted, as stocks were adjusted to levels of demand that

less by external pressures and more by an explicit indus- had been repressed in the past. When a balance of pay-

trialization strategy. ments crisis emerged in 1958, Argentina had no reserves

By 1950 the country was moving toward a major but an increased foreign debt.

balance of payments crisis as a consequence of two years In 1958 a new government took over and decreed a 60

of declining demand for its exports. In 1951 the increase percent wage increase over the level of February 1956.

in domestic prices began to accelerate and reserves fell This increase was accompanied by an increase in the

significantly, the cost of living increased by 37 percent, money supply of more than 40 percent, a deficit in the

and wholesale prices increased by 48 percent. Many of government budget equivalent to 5 percent of GDP, and

the measures that were adopted to deal with the balance an increase in the cost of living during that year of 32

of payments crisis have since been used to cope with percent. The immediate balance of payments problem

similar crises. They consisted essentially of controls on was met by a vigorous reimposition of quantitative re-

aggregate demand through a policy of tight money. The strictions. In 1959 the government attempted to stabilize

system of multiple exchange rates was manipulated to the economy according to a plan negotiated with the

produce an increase in the relative price of agricultural International Monetary Fund (LMF). This involved

goods. Stabilization was undertaken by means of wage freeing the foreign exchange market, devaluing the peso

and price controls, which were helped along with sub- to Sa83 to the U.S. dollar, and tightening the money

sidies from the exchequer. The result was a recession of supply; it also included the introduction of tariffs, ad-

some magnitude. Output temporarily fell, and wage vance deposits in payment for imports, and export taxes.

increases lagged behind the rise in the cost of living. As might have been expected, the devaluation improved

Simultaneously, foreign private investment was invited the agricultural terms of trade and decreased real indus-

in to relieve the short-run need for foreign exchange. trial wages, which fell by around 20 percent between

Although foreign exchange reserves improved in 1953, 1958 and 1959. Retail prices increased during 1959 by

reflation began, real wages rose, and relative prices of 113 percent and the recession in that year was worse

agriculture fell. In 1954 the cost of living increase was than in 1952. The devaluation had little effect on exports

down to 4 percent, but the stage was set for the next but a major effect on inflows of capital, much of it on a

crisis. short-term basis. In 1960, as a consequence of increases

The government that took office in 1955 addressed its in Cent*ral Bank reserves, credit expanded and thus

inherited economic problems with a plan that included prompted some reflation of the economy, which gave

many of the same types of measures. The peso was room for an increase in nominal wages. This rapidly

devalued from Sa8.8 to Sa22 to the U.S. dollar (average turned into wage push, which contributed to the 27
implicit exchange rates in 1954 and 1955, respectively). percent increase in retail prices in that year. This rate

Foreign private investment received substantial en- declined to 13.7 percent in 1961. Export taxes were

couragement and the foreign debt was rescheduled. Part lowered in order to maintain the competitiveness of the

of the inflationary impact of the devaluation was offset traditional export sector.
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Most of the import substitution of the 1950s was in oil, pansionary monetary policy was adopted in order to
steel, chemicals, and motor vehicles. The liberalization encourage fuller use of existing production capacity.
of the import regime in the late 1950s had a significant The rate of increase in retail prices dropped from 29
effect on imports of intermediate and capital goods. The percent in 1967 to 16 percent in 1968 and 7.5 percent in
latter received a particular impetus as a result of govern- 1969, and production increased in the latter two years.
ment incentives, principally exemptions from duties as Second, on the balance of payments side, the policy
well as income tax deductions. Argentina's average im- consisted of a partially compensated devaluation that
port requirement was not significantly changed by the raised the "financial" exchange rate by 40 percent from
import substitution undertaken, largely because of the $a250 to $a350 per U.S. dollar. (The "financial" ex-
growth in import volumes in response to import liber- change rate fluctuated according to market conditions,
alization. Import substitution was also offset to some and was distinguished from the "commercial" exchange
extent by the introduction of new import-intensive rate.) For exports of traditional products, the devalua-
products into the demand structure. tion was almost wholly offset by a tax, while the subsidy

By 1961 the Central Bank's reserves had started fall- for nontraditional exports was removed; on the import
ing, and confidence in the stability of the exchange rate side, reductions in tariffs did not fully offset the devalua-
began to weaken. In April 1962 the foreign exchange tion. The new exchange rate was announced to be fixed
rate was freed to find a new level; the outcome was a for all time, with no devaluations to occur ever again.
devaluation of 65 percent. The foreign exchange crisis Accordingly, inflationary cost increases in 1968 and
also involved a massive outflow of short-term capital and 1969 were offset by a reduction of the export taxes and
the introduction of a tight monetary policy, so that the the reintroduction of the export subsidies. In 1969, the
level of domestic activity fell. point at which we examine the incentive system in de-

Significant inflation followed the devaluation. Retail tail, prices were rising at 7.5 percent a year-their
prices increased by 26 percent in 1962 and again in 1963. slowest rate in many years-and the level of economic
As before, the income of the agricultural export sector activity was high.
increased and real wages fell. In 1963 output fell again Such stability was not to last long. In the following
and foreign reserves increased, more because of a reduc- year, the peso was devalued from $a3.5 to Sa4 to the
tion of imports than an increase in exports. It was during dollar. Offsetting changes were made in trade taxation
this period (1963) that the first efforts were made to and a new attempt was made to implement a compen-
promote exports and to give preference to the purchase sated devaluation. By the end of that year, the attempted
of local products. compensation had in turn been abandoned, import

The government that took office in 1963 reactivated duties went back to their earlier levels, and export incen-
the economy through expansionary monetary and fiscal tives had been raised again. In 1971 there were further
policies. It was aided by a spectacular increase in agri- attempts to improve the export promotion system while
cultural output that pushed the country's exports from some imports were banned altogether. The exchange
US$1,000 million in 1961 to US$1,600 million in 1966. rate was allowed to crawl from Sa4 to Sa to the U.S.
In addition, some of the earlier investments in import dollar. Thereafter, the commercial exchange rate was set
substitution had begun to bear fruit. Pushed by an in- at Sa5, and the financial rate fluctuated depending on the
crease in money wages, the cost of living index rose by market. Exports were promoted by allowing an ever
22 percent in 1964 and 29 percent in 1965, to which the increasing proportion of the export revenue to be sold on
government responded by adopting a crawling peg ex- the financial market. The import exchange rate was
change rate. Capacity utilization increased in response devalued by means of a 15 percent surcharge. The
to the general expansion of the economy up to 1965 and spread between the commercial and the financial ex-
1966, when a tighter monetary policy was adopted to change rates reached 100 percent in 1972, and the bal-
counter the cost-push inflation that arose from the in- ance of payments problem became overt. The Central
crease in wages. Throughout this period, the policy Bank's response was to "let the devaluations do their
toward foreign private investment was less favorable job," which implicitly meant a lowering of the real urban
than it had been previously, as indicated by the cancella- wage. The political authorities, principally the presi-
tion of contracts with foreign petroleum companies. dent, were not prepared to accept this consequence and

Soon after assuming power, the new government of thus raised wages as devaluation proceeded. The result
1966 introduced a policy that was novel in two respects. was a race between the exchange rate and nominal
First, it attempted to stabilize wages and prices on the wages, which led to inflation of 70 percent. In this
basis of a freeze in the real income distribution of 1966; period, balance of payments policy was further rein-
this action implied that the struggle for shares in the forced by a combination of prohibitions, informal licens-
income distribution was temporarily suspended. An ex- ing by the Central Bank, certificates of need issued by
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the Ministry of Commerce, and other measures. Explicit cent-greater than the amount of the devaluation. The
subsidies and provisions for duty drawbacks were given result was a jump in retail prices of about 140 percent
over and above the mix of exchange rates. This general within a short period, and a reversion of relative prices to
system lasted through 1973, when the balance of pay- their ratios before devaluation. Liquidity fell, of course,
ments improved sharply* owing to the rise in world with a consequent fall in demand and reduction in out-
prices of Argentina's exports. The new government im- put. Since relative prices remained unchanged, the gov-
mediately used the improved balance of payments posi- ernment devalued further. Since union pressure became
tion to expand demand and raise real wages. Production impossible to resist, salaries were raised as well,
expahded rapidly on the basis of existing installed capac- although gradually the exchange rate pulled ahead and
ity. Price increases were held in check, in the first somewhat eroded the purchasing power of wages.
months with some success, through a general price Monetary policy became gradually easier and the re-
freeze. cession began to ebb just as imports began to rise. A

The boom, which lasted until early 1974, brought a partial renegotiation of the foreign debt gave a breathing
sharp rise in real wages, output growth, and consump- spell. By February 1976 real wages were considerably
tion, achieved mainly through idle capacity. Problems below those of June 1975, after a violent wage-price
then appeared. First, world prices rose beyond the ceil- spiral that at its worst point had reached 1,000 percent a
ing on domestic prices and put certain indispensable year. The economy had been reactivated to some extent,
imports out of reach. Second, increases in domestic but the techniques of economic control and the mecha-
costs, caused by the rising prices of domestic primary nisms of economic policy had been rendered powerless
output, were not recognized by the price control author- because no policy was credible any longer. The last
ities, who maintained the price ceilings at their original ministry of the Populist government tried once more to
levels. Third, the growing gap between costs and con- undertake a strong devaluation, but it was then replaced
trolled domestic prices brought investment to a halt; in by a new government.
some instances production stopped altogether, since it The stabilization of 1976 confronted the traditional
became impossible to cover variable costs. Fourth, a problems: to solve the balance of payments constraint
dual domestic market appeared: a controlled market in and to stop the inflationary spiral inherited from the
which prices had little to do with supply and demand previous period. The initial remedies included a change
conditions, and a black market, initially serving only in relative prices, which involved lowering the real
small enterprises, but eventually extending to the larger urban wage by more than had ever been previously
ones as well. attempted. while incentives were provided to the rural

By the second half of 1974 the terms of trade began to sectors. Despite another recession in the first months of
turn against Argentina. The country's foreign exchange the stabilization, a devaluation-nominal wage spiral per-
position had already begun to worsen, partly because of sisted and was tolerated to avoid too deep a recession and
the increase in demand for imports that, typically for the consequent unemployment. Industrial exports had
Argentina, had accompanied the expansion of output. In their incentives much reduced when the exchange mar-
addition, the previous lack of investment began to make ket was unified. Since the rate of inflation proved resis-
itself felt by raising the quantity of imports needed to tant to the stabilization, the government reinforced its
maintain a given level of output. Further pressure on the policy with a wage-price truce, informal price controls,
balance of payments resulted from an increasing over- and moral suasion of various kinds.
valuation of the exchange rate, motivated by the dis- In December 1978 a new policy package was un-
tributive policy being followed. These elements were veiled, which attempted to stop inflation and simul-
compounded by a general overinvoicing of imports and taneously restructure activity. The cornerstone of the
underinvoicing of exports that corresponded to the policy is to render domestic production competitive
structure of the exchange rates. Finally, developments with imports, with a preannounced rate of crawl in the
in world markets-particularly difficulties with the tra- exchange rate and substantially lower tariffs. The of-
ditional Argentine export markets in the European Eco- ficial inflation goal is to reduce domestic inflation to the
nomic Community-aggravated the situation further. rate of world inflation plus devaluation. By early 1980

By mid-1975 Argentina was in the grip of a strong the policy succeeded in bringing the annual rate of infla-
demand inflation and a virtual external moratorium. tion down from a plateau of about 170 percent to below
The attempted cure involved a strong devaluation aver- 100 percent, but caused a considerable cost squeeze for a
aging some 140 percent, combined with a lag in the rise large part of industry, since changes in the exchange rate
of nominal wages, which was not supposed to exceed 30 lagged behind domestic prices, and import protection
to 50 percent a year. Labor union pressure, however, was reduced.
managed to achieve a rise in nominal wages of 150 per- The figures in the remainder of this study refer to
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1969. Economic conditions in Argentina have changed example, automobiles and electronic components-
somewhat, particularly since the recent changes in tariff were covered by complementarity agreements. Gener-
rates. But the central concerns of policy are still the ally, imports from LAnrA did not determine the prices of
same: how to set relative prices inside the Argentine imported goods at the margin or, consequently, rates of
economy so as to keep the economy stable and growing. protection to domestic industry. In the few cases in

which they did, the margin of preference was offset in
large part by the higher c.i.f. prices of LArA suppliers,

Components of the Incentive System, 1969 so that levels of nominal protection relative to the rest of
the world again approximately equaled the third coun-

Nominal Protection of Imports try tariff. In view of this situation, the analysis has
Argentina's system of import restrictions in 1969 con- proceeded on the basis of the general (third country)

sisted of tariffs, official customs valuation, advance de- tariff rates.
posits for imports, and preferential arrangements with The system of protection was further complicated by
the Latin American Free Trade Area (LAFrA). In addi- special import regimes. These regimes were basically of
tion, special import regimes existed for a number of two types: the first allowed specified products to be
industries. imported free or partially free of the legal duty, while the

The main tool for restricting imports-import second allowed specified institutions to import at lower
tariffs-applied to some 6,000 items under a scheme or zero duties. The effect of these regimes was to create a
adopted in the 1967 tariff reform. That reform grouped set of dual commodity markets. One market grouped all
commodities according to: (1) economic classification the buyers who did not qualify for importing under
(whether investment, intermediate, or consumption special regimes. These buyers faced c.i.f.-plus-tariff
goods); (2) extent of import competition (whether not prices if they wished to buy imports, or regular domestic
produced domestically, or produced domestically in prices if they wished to buy domestic products. The
competition with imperfect foreign substitutes or close second market contained firms that qualified for special
foreign substitutes); and (3) degree of fabrication (ten regimes on institutional grounds or that were buyers of
commodity categories). "Escalation" was built into the commodities imported under special regimes. Because
tariff structure. Tariffs were generally set higher on the market was segmented, imports under the special
consumption than on capital goods; higher on close for- regimes had only indirect effects on domestic prices. By
eign substitutes for domestic products than on less close reducing the quantity of domestically produced import
substitutes; and higher also on products at high degrees substitutes demanded at each price, they exerted down-
of fabrication. ward pressure on domestic prices.'

Official customs valuation served a supporting role, A further consideration is that in 1969 many tariffs
the stated purpose being to prevent the ad valorem tariffs were prohibitive in Argentina. Tariff protection had
from being eroded through underinvoicing by import- existed long enough and at sufficiently high levels to
ers. Approximately 900 positions in the Brussels Tariff allow the domestic price of many products to fall below
Nomenclature (BTN), or 14 percent of the items subject the sum of the c.i.f. import price and the tariff, as a result
to tariff, were completely or partly subject to official either of competition among domestic producers or of
customs valuation. For these items the actual protective the rational response of monopolistic or oligopolistic
effect of the tariff depended on the relation between the producers to the price elasticity of domestic demand.
c.i.f. price and the official customs valuation, since the The net result was the simultaneous existence of tariff
higher of the two was used as the basis for levying the redundancy and domestic production that did not com-

tariff.' pete with imports. The structure of markets in Argen-
Advance deposits on imports reinforced the tariff and tina is documented by a study of the concentration of

official price system. In 1969 about 3,800 BTN positions production covering 145 five-digit sectors for 1964.*
were subject. wholly or partially, to advance deposits of Altogether there were 20 highly concentrated sectors; 58
40 percent of the c.i.f.value of imports for a period of six sectors were characterized by "competition of the few
months. Since the required funds could usually be bor- among the many"; and 67 were quite competitive by any
rowed, the tariff equivalent of the deposit was the standard.' In interpreting these results it should be noted
nominal interest cost incurred, which we have estimated that the distribution of output by five-digit sectors
to be 3.6 percent of the c.i.f. price across the board. understates the true concentration of decisionmaking
These requirements probably had a small effect on the about output and pricing, since many Argentine indus-
level of imports and on domestic production. trial firms produce in more than one five-digit sector. For

Preferential tariffs existed for imports of certain com- our purpose, however, the source of tariff redundancy is
modities from LArrA. Some of these commodities-for of less importance than its existence.
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To take account of tariff redundancy in the estimates tromechanical products, it was possible to compare
of the nominal protection afforded to imports, domestic and c.i.f. prices with the help of specialist
the commodities produced and consumed in the Argen- engineers. Price comparisons for 57 additional in-
tine economy were classified into export commodities, termediate goods were taken from an earlier study on
import-competing commodities, non-import-competing effective protection carried out with the participation of
commodities, and export-and-import-competing com- one of the authors. The comparisons were matched to
modities (xc). The basic criteria used for this classifica- commodities and sectors, and estimates of tariff redun-
tion, described in Chapter I and also used in the com- dancy were developed by analogy for commodities with-
panion case studies, are the share of imports in total out price comparisons.'
supply and the share of exports in total production. If The rates of nominal protection at the five-digit sector
more than 10 percent of its total supply was imported, a level have been constructed from the rates applicable to
commodity was considered import-competing, and if the commodities composing the sectors. Non-import-
exports exceeded 10 percent of production it was consid- competing commodities have been assigned the nominal
ered an export commodity. For commodities that were protection rates given by the price comparisons; all other
both exported and competed with imports, both these commodities have in the first instance been assigned
shares exceeded 10 percent. Non-import-competing their legal tariff rates. For each five-digit sector, the
commodities are those in which less than 10 percent of average rate was derived using the value of production at
production and consumption was traded internation- world market prices as weights. The rates at the five-
ally. After commodities had been aggregated into sec- digit level were then examined with regard to their
tors, this classification was applied to 257 sectors at the consistency, and technicians and experts were asked to
five-digit isic level. It was found that, in world prices, 48 judge their plausibility, keeping in mind quality differ-
percent of Argentine value added was produced in ex- ences between domestic and imported products and the
port sectors, 14 percent in import-competing sectors, 37 reliability of quoted c.i.f. prices. For export industries,
percent in non-import-competing sectors, and less than nominal rates of protection were set at zero, or equal to
1 percent in xic sectors, which both exported and com- the rate of export tax (subsidy). For xc sectors, nominal
peted with imports. rates were set at a weighted average of rates on exports

Distinguishing trade categories on the basis of the and products for domestic use. A few other rates
share of imports in total supply obviously takes no obviously out of line were also adjusted. We then pro-
account of the fact that a part of the imports competing ceeded to aggregate further to the three-digit and ten-
with domestic products entered under special regimes, industry classification level, using output weights at
and thus had little effect on the domestic price level. world prices.
Unfortunately, appropriate adjustment for this fact
would require information on the demand curves in each
segment of the market and on how they related to each ominal Protection of Exorts
other. Argentina's incentive systenm for nontraditional ex-

The resulting overstatement of the share of competi- ports in 1969 consisted of several instruments. Tradi-
tive imports is partially offset, however, by the under- tional exports, including grains and animal products and
statement that results from using the c.i.f. price of im- derivatives, were subject to export taxes of 10 percent.
ports rather than the landed--c.i.f. plus tariff-price, a The principal means of export subsidy was a tax reim-
difference of 2 to 87 percent, depending on the sector. bursement scheme, the reintegro; this was complemented
Furthermore, tests in which the benchmark for defining by a duty drawback scheme, income tax deductions for
import-competing products was raised from 10 to 15 part of export income, exemption from income tax of
percent of total supply caused little change in the num- payments under the reintegro, and access to medium-
ber of import-competing commodities and thus revealed and long-term credit at subsidized rates.
a certain stability in the classification. Tax reimbursement under the reintegro was governed

The identification of commodities for which tariffs by decree 9588 of 1967. It consisted of a dat 12 percent
were redundant was undertaken in several steps. Non- subsidy on the f.o.b. value of all nontraditional exports.
import-competing commodities were identified from the This category included most manufactured products,
1963 Census of Manufacturing. Information on their but not those based directly on domestic raw materials,
domestic and c.i.f. prices was then taken from a survey in particular the traditional exports of Argentina. grain
of 1,000 firms that was conducted by the Ministry of and meat. Although decree 9588 established a positive
Economics in 1969. This survey had complete informa- list of wrN4 categories covered, inclusion could be peti-
tion for 264 products (11 final goods and 153 interme- tioned for and rather easily obtained, so that this incen-
diates); for another 51, mainly chemical and elec- tive was quite general in coverage. Since in theory the
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November 6, 1981.

Financial Tina*
75 Rockefeller Plax&
Nowe York, N.Y. 10019

Dear Sir:i

I had boon subscribing to the World Business Weekly sine its
inception. Afer you disconndm pubieation yo started sending me
the Eoomisft. I ave nft boon consulted on ts and sine I am already
a scribter to the ' EAmmist, I do not need a mscnd copy. Correspond-
ingly, I would like to ask you to refund my subscription starting from
the date that the World!! inoss W02kka stopped pubitiosn.

Bela balasa
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Bela malassa, RC

DS Work Progra - Fall Review

Research on Intermational Trade

1. With Garry Purnell's transfer to CPS, the completion of all country

studies in RPO 670-67, Industrial Polly end Integration In Waters Africa and
RPO 671-35. Uxport 'Incentives in Developing Contries, will be done ousiede
the 1C .hila .aassa continue* to direct the projet completion will

depend on the competing oblgations of the researchers. Iassa further
supervies two reserch projects catried out under regonal auspies, RP 671-
85, the Industrial Incentive System In Morocco, and RPO 672-36, Protection and

Inentives System in Tu1t)y, which reprosnt applications of the affectiv
prettion-resurce cost mebthodologyo

2. The RC does not phlan further research on protection, OncestdLv and
resouree csts. I turn, work has begun en RPO 672-41, Che In the Pattern
of ComparatIve Advantage In Manuactured Goodb, that aims at explaining and
forSeastig comparotiv* dvatage In d waping coae. e rs. It is carried cut

by Balasse, and lmedon, taking Waxens's earlier paper "A 'Stages Approach' to

emparative Advantage" as a point of departure*

Operetioasl Sgnssrtoad Advsorya Wot*

3. Relase led a mission to Turkey in May-June 1981; the green caer
report, "Industrialization ad Trade Strategy in Turkey," provides a basis for
SAL III In Turkey. He also advised the Jaaan goerament on Incenttva

policies (December 1980)g the Moroccan goernenmt on the industrial investmnt

code (Jamuary and gSiatenbor 1981), and the Tunisian Soermsent on sodium-term

poliis (March 1981). Return vialt* to the latter two countries are planned

for January 1982. Also, Balaxsa will contine carrying out a policy dlalogu*
with the Turkish goveramat4,

4. Pyatt end van Wijnbergen participated In a SAL preparation mision to

Korea. Yollowing the mssiotn, von WIjabergen prepared a detailed report on

macrosenomic Isses in Korea. Me also plans to participate in a trade

strategy and iwnstmment planning mssiotn to Egypt that will provide support to

country economic work and be linked to the proposed research projet on oil-

exporting comntriee. In May-June 1991, Orals participated in a SAL

preparatory mission to Thailand, where he also &existed the planning authority

in developing a acre-,sconomic franewark.

5. Candler participated iu two missions on agricultural credi t and price

policy to Tanzania (October-ftvamber 1980 and Wareb-April 1981) and &existed

the Algerian government in developing famn models (Deember 1980). Nebury Is

presently on & mission to Papua Now Culnsa to review national gas development

pollces*. Lamb carried out a policy study for the Kenya Too. Developmeant
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Authority (April 1981), participated In the Liberia economic mission (October-
November 19$1) and is scheduled to go an a planning institutions reform
mission to Somalit In March-April 1982.

Distributiont DRC Senior Staff,
M/s. Drud, Gelb Grain MItra, van Wijnbergsa, EMason

gBalassa mn
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Dr. Jorge Cauas
President
Bank of Santiago
Casillo 14437
Santiago
Chile

Dear Jorge,

Many tanksa for your letter of August 3 and for your paper on
monetasy equilibram, inflation and the balance of payments. I read
this pape with webh iterenst just as I have yrmr earlier paper on the
subject. I also very much liked tbA pepev you wrote on Chile and its
ecnomic policles for the H=&burg Conferonca e n im.

I wroe teey to Professor tagoo asking fur a change in the date*
of my vist. Wy 4stlss at the Bank ama t ue*"ary that I be in Wahington
during the last iwks of March and I suggostod the last veek of Apri as an
alternative date, Hxmawar, we emlda aso find an alternatie inay if te
late Apri date is not convenin.

Yours *ineely,

Bela Balaa
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Professor Luis Felipe Lagos
Chairman of the Confoeaen
Pontificia. Universidad Catoliea do Chil
Instituto do Econmis,
Casila 114-D
Santiago
Chile

Dear Proesort Lagos:

I was in the proessn offwrittnS to you at the time when I
received your letter. Duo to unforsean eireumames, whkich aroso. in
connection with my work for the World4 Bankh Iil bt0ae to postpone the
date of my visit to Chie. I would like to sug, W t April 26 to 30 as
dates for my vist. Should this nt be convaiiente could arrangea n
alternative time In Miay.

the Conference on protecton you are piasaing until lae April. I would
erttainly be happy to give a pape a the Confer e.s

Yours sinersely,

Bela aaess
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Uvees tanga
National ank of Hungary

mamet ank)
gzaboasg tir
Budapst, ftaay

My dear Friendi

I voma like to &Ktond my congratation to Mr. Ftket* and to you
on the occasion of Hangery's applgation to the Iteraonalse Monetary Fund
*nd th* World Bank. This 1*4od pe sgents the culination of your efforts
in the international amotry area.

I semd like to use the Moprtunity to ask you for and-year figures
an the an indebtates of Hungary In terms of cowrartible out** ties between
1971 and 1980. At the time of our etehos convarstn in arly September

yousid~ a* to a that the Doeembse 31, 1980 figne was $5388 millins. I
would sppreciate your provading figures for the preceding nine yrs.

Thanking youm in advance. I reasin,

Sincerely yours,

Bela al as
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Bola Bala@&&, DRC

I enclose a prelmiary version of a short paper I bws pepared
following our diasiostns twe weeks ago. I would appretats you entts
as to the possible divacmee the papor should take before procood"S any
further. I also wonder if the paper should be distributed in Its present
form.

Daasanine



Problems Facing Developing Countries in the Eighties

Bela Balassa

After the quadrupling of oil prices in 1973-74, several observers raised

the spectre of a breakdown of the world monetary system in the face of the

financial requirements generated by the oil price increase. Questions were

raised, in particular, about the ability of the oil-importing developing

countries to finance their balance-of-payments deficits.

In the event, the requisite financial flows were generated -- largely by

Euro-currency markets and commercial banks for the middle-income countries and

chiefly through bilateral and multilateral channels for the low-income

countries. In fact, apart from the NICs, oil-importing developing countries

on the whole failed to take structural adjustment measures and relied on

external financing to offset the adverse balance-of-payments effects of the

oil price increase, the world recession, and the subsequent slow recovery.

Thus, private financing at practically zero real interest rates and

public financing on concessional terms were not generally utilized by the oil-

importing developing countries other than the NICs to accelerate the growth of

exports or to undertake efficient import substitution. Similar conclusions

apply to several developing countries that benefited from the rise in oil

prices, or from temporary increases in the prices of phosphates, coffee,

cocoa, or uranium, but eventually had to rely on external financing to

equilibrate their balance-of-payments.

Structural adjustment measures would need to be taken in response to the

150 percent increase of oil prices in 1979-80. While the increase in the oil

price has been smaller in absolute terms, the resulting deterioration in the

balance-of-payments of the oil-importing developing countries is of

approximately the same magnitude as in 1973-74 because of the higher base. At
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the same time, the price boom of several major primary commodities in the mid-

seventies has not been repeated this time around. Also, for a number of

developing countries increases in the indebtedness during the second half of

the seventies limits the possibilities for further borrowing. Finally,

coummercial borrowing presently takes place at real interest rates of over

five percent and real interest rates are likely to remainat least 2-3 percent

during the eighties.

The experience of the 1973-78 period indicates that countries pursuing

outward-oriented policies made a successful adjustment in accelerating their

exports and undertaking efficient import substitution. These countries

experienced improved growth performance as a result, notwithstanding the

adverse effects of external shocks. In turn, inward orientation led to lower

economic growth rates as high protection reduced the efficiency of investment.

The pursuit of outward-oriented policies during the eighties, however,

requires a favorable world environment. In the industrial countries, which

provide a market for two-thirds of the exports of the oil-importing developing

countries, the rate of economic growth and the trade policies followed are the

principal variables affecting the future prospects for these exports.

As far as economic growth is concerned, the avoidance of excessively

deflationary policies would benefit the exports of the oil-importing

developing countries, and they would further derive long-term gains if the

compression of aggregate demand affected consumption rather than investment in

the industrial countries. In both of these respects, some improvements are

shown as compared to the situation existing in 1974-75. For one thing, while

the strong deflationary measures applied simultaneously by all major

industrial countries led to the elimination of their collective balance-of-

payments deficit by 1975, thereby shifting the burden of adjustment to the
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developing world, several of these countries now accept continued balance-of-

payments deficits. For another thing, in contradistinction with 1974-75, the

adjustment involves decreases in real wages in the industrial countries, with

much of the burden of the oil increases being borne by consumption rather than

investment. However, future trends will be much affected by the success of

the United States in carrying out supply-oriented policies.

In turn, while protectionist pressures have increased during the recent

recession, the fire of protectionists has largely been oriented against

industrial country suppliers. And, although some restrictive measures have

been taken against certain developing country exporters, tariff reductions and

the establishment of international codes on non-tariff measures in the

framework of the Tokyo Round have benefited the developing countries.

At the same time, the industrial countries increasingly emphasize the

distinction between the NICs, which have become competitive internationally in

several industries, and the other developing countries, demanding the

liberalization of trade policies by the NIC through the process of

"graduation." Apart from reducing the chances of the imposition of

restrictions by the industrial countries, liberalizing trade by the NICs would

have beneficial effects in leading to improved resource allocation in these

countries, encouraging trade among them and permitting increased imports from

other developing countries. Similar conclusions apply to the adoption of

outward-oriented policies by other developing countries.

The maintenance and the adoption of outward-oriented policies, then,

would tend to promote inter-LDC trade that presently accounts for one-fifth of

the exports of the oil-importing developing countries. Regional integration

would also have such effects, but it has had little success so far and the

situation is not likely to change during the eighties. Nor do the major
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developing countries favor a preferential trade arrangement in the developing

world that would raise the cost of their exports.

In increasing incentives to exports, outward-oriented policies are also

conducive to sales in the markets of the oil-exporting countries. While these

countries presently account for less than 6 percent of the exports of the oil-

importing developing countries, they provide rapidly growing markets that are

generally not encumbered by protectionist barriers.

Outward-oriented policies would thus contribute to exports and to

efficient import substitution in the process of structural change.

Nonetheless, the balance-of-payments surplus of the oil-exporting countries

will require a matching deficit elsewhere in the world economy, including the

oil-importing developing countries. This deficit, in turn, will need to be

financed.

While the oil-importing developing countries are not likely to encounter

an overall scarcity of external funds on commercial terms, individual

countries that have failed to carry out structural adjustment may have to

limit their borrowing. At the same time, the question arises to what extent

can the Bank continue to expand its lending and what the composition of its

loans will be as regards lending on Bank, Bank-IDA, and IDA terms. A

discussion of these questions falls outside the scope of the paper, however.
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I vould lik* to order to fe'llow00g books:

Bauer F T Equality, the Third World & Eonmnic Delusion, 293pp. 15.#00
Widefold Nicholson 0 297 77645 2

MACBEAN A I & SINOWDIN P N : International Institutions in Trade
& Finance 253 pp at Stuies in ftnmicB No. 18 P Ls4.95
Allen & Umrin P 0 04 392033 6

14DLIK S A BURaART A J Touriesi past, present & future, 366 pp P L8.50
Henean P 0 434 "8195 4

SEWR D ed - Dependency Theory: a critical r2eassss-e? 211 pp L15.00
F. Pinter 0 9030 4 0

Please bill =& at the tie of deivery.

tv Yurs truly,

Bel* Balassa



2134 Wyoming Affenue S.W.
Womsgtn, D.C. 20008
14ovember 5, 1981

The Economists' Booshop 'Ltd
Clare Market
Portugal Steet
London WC2A 2AB
ngland

Dear Sir: Re: Ise nmbder 66

I would like to order to following books 6

COATS V.L. & KUTKHATE D, R. -ads: Me & Mockotary Policy in Lead
Developed Countries:a survey of ,Asues & evidene 827 pp P 138.50
Pargamon P 0 08 024042 9

HaAMI R. at at Hntraded & Intermadiato Goods 4 the Pura Theory
of luternational Trade 189 pp L 14.95 C. Holm 0 85664 665 9

LIVtTONE 1, a: Developent Economies & Polty:s readings 353 pp
Ih 17.50 Allen & Umsrixx 0 04 3620

Plase bill m at the time of delivery.

Your* sincerely,

Bela Balassa



Nemebee 5, 1961.

International Labour Offie
ILO Publieustions
CH-1211 Geneva 22
Switzerland

Dear Sir:

X would like to order, Fmugoysut, trade and North--ftstb
coeration, edied by G. Rowstum, with a prefsnoa by ftantis Blancshard,

ISBN 92-2-102531-4 (11"p), US4515.70. Please bilm at s the tie of
delivery.

Your* truly,

Bala Balassa
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Please comment on the enclosed by c.o.b. today.

cc: Messrs. Pyatt, Bowden, Gelb, Grais, Lamb, Mitra, Wijnbergen
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Draft

Mr. John H. Duloy, DRC November 5, 1981

Bela Balassa, DRC

DPS Work Program - Fall Review

Research on International Trade

1. With Garry Pursell's transfer to CPS, the completion of all country

studies in RPO 670-87, Industrial Policy and Integration in Western Africa and

RPO 671-35, Export Incentives in Developing Countries, will be done outside

the DRC. While Balassa continues to direct the project, completion will

depend on the competing obligations of the researchers. Balassa further

supervises two research projects carried out under regional auspices, RPO 
671-

85, the Industrial Incentive System in Morocco, and RPO 672-36, Protection and

Incentives System in Turkey, which represent applications of the effective

protection-resource cost methodology.

2. The DRC does not plan further research on protection, incentive and

resource costs. In turn, work has begun on RPO 672-41, Changes in the Pattern

of Comparative Advantage in Manufactured Goods, that aims at explaining and

forecasting comparative advantage in developing countries. It is carried out

by Balassa and Bowden, taking Balassa's earlier paper "A 'Stages Approach' to

omparative Advantage" as a point of departure.

Policy Analysis

3. There are several research projects underway, proposed to the

Research Committee, or in preparation, which examine various aspects of

structural change in developing countries. Following on his earlier paper,

"Capital-Exporting Oil Exports: Adjustment Issues and Policy Choices," Gelb

has embarked on RPO 672-49, Development Paths for Oil-Exporters: Long-Run
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Macro Analysis, which examines the policy experience of the oil-exporting

countries in a cross-section framework 
and analyses policy choices for

Indonesia in the framework of a medium-term 
development model. In turn, in

RPO 672-47, Macro-Model on Thailand: 
Development and Extension, Grais models

policy alternatives for an oil-importing 
country, Thailand, in cooperation

with the planning authority and the 
Region. This follows Grais' earlier work

on a demand-oriented model of Thailand, 
undertaken in conjunction with an

economic mission. Grais and Pyatt also participate in RPO 
672-25, Development

of a SAM for Basis Planning and Modelling, 
which is carried out under the

auspices and represents an application 
and balance of Pyatt's work.

4. Following the analysis of adjustment 
to external shocks by Balassa

and his own work on the subject in the 
framework of WDR, Mitra has prepared 

a

research proposal on Adjustment in 
Oil-Importing Countries, to be reviewed 

by

the Research Committee in December. 
This project will extend the discussion

of adjustment to domestic policy 
responses and will complement cross-section

analysis by several simple country 
models of adjustment, to be estimated in

collaboration with Wijnberger. 
Wijnberger also proposes to undertake 

a

research project, in collaboration with researchers at DED 
and the IMF, on

optimal policies in the presence 
of exhaustible resources and to 

carry out

work on stabilization policies in 
Latin America.

Operational Support and Advisory 
Work

5. Balassa led a large mission to Turkey in May-June 
1981; the green

cover report, "Industrialization 
and Trade Strategy in Turkey" provides 

a

basis for SAL III in Turkey. He also advised the Jamaican governent 
on

incentive policies (December 1980), 
the Moroccan government on the industrial

investment code (January and September 
1981), and the Tunisian goverment 

on

medium-term policies (March 1981). 
Return visits to the latter two 

countries
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are planned for January 1982. Also, Balassa will continue carrying out a

policy dialogue with the Turkish governent.

7. Pyatt and Wijenberger participated in a SAL preparation mission to

Korea. Following the mission, Wijnberger prepared a detailed report on

macroeconomic issues in Korea. He also plans to participate in a trade

strategy and investment planning mission to Egypt that will provide support to

country economic work and be linked to the proposed research project on oil-

exporting countries. In May-June 1981, Grais participated in a SAL

preparatory mission to Thailand, where he also assisted the planning authority

in developing a macro-econanic framework.

8. Candler participated in two missions on agricultural credit and price

policy to Tanzania (October-November 1980 and March-April 1981) and assisted

the Algerian government in developing farm models (December 1980). Newbury is

presently on a mission to Papua New Guinea to review national gas development

policies. Lamb carried out a policy study for the Kenya Tea Development

Authority (April 1981), participated in the Liberia economic mission (October-

November 1981) and is scheduled to go on a planning institutions reform

mission in March-April 1982.



Dr. useyin RaanIMSIA
S..ior L~eturer in Politics
Ptsvotenh Polytechnic
Dopartwent of Social Studies

Portsmouth PDT2EC

Dear Dr. Rma-an-glf-

I M Wapy to give you permisio to reprint sy assay 'TUCe

for Stable Um icsam CTewth in Turkey" vbe was Pulih "s pvo my
book, AeNOWLY rn Agt~aixin Cmmtzerie in the Wor1d &V"CvW' 1my I

further suggest that ywA include in the veieu" Wy Vscsmt P*Psr, " 0*
polic Experiene of Newly Industr*uizin Eonmieds After 1973 and the

cAs* of Turkey." This paper s a sequel to the **rliov on*ai t w se

wel receve In Istanbul sterv I pesentede it at a coeraeo in .uly

1981. The -paper illi also be publihe inteposIg fta ofrne

Enclosure. Bo a a.a



November 4, 1981.

Mr. Andrfi larsony
OECD Devaeomest Cente
2. rue Adre-Pascal
75775 Paris
Frane

Dear Andril,

In roerence to out telephnine CMAtvrstiOn, I alenoe mly reng
ist for the Developnss Polties and Prramngn course. Section V of
the roading list includes papomon two-galp modelso; (please disregard my
having crossd out the items in questoul.this was done for a different

purpose.) I further enclose an Adivertisement on a book that contains
*mse papers on self-reliance.

I have stil not reeived a copy of our book. I hope that it
will e arriving soon.

In closing, I would ike to extent my congratulations to you for

your appointimmt at the OEM., With best regards,

Siucerely yours,

ftelosures Bela B&Isasa



Rowombor 2, 1981.

Mr. John Peoi
Yale Univorsity
Department of Emmnc
Now Haven, Connecticut

Dear John:

I aeose a copy of iny papr "Adjustment to External Shocks in
Developing Econmes" I wVL1 pramuet at your smeina on November 16th. I
plan to &=wive In Now Hma by pieme in the nornag ,of the 16th and wil
come to your office from the a1ippr. I will losve the &ame day In the
eening.

YwArs slacarely,

Enclosure Bela Ralasas
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